
Noemie Abdo • Rosalie Abdo • Khaled
Emad Al-Muhaidib • Moumena Hussein Ali
• Hamad Alsuwailem • Luis Javier Ancona
Arias • John Anderson • Jose Miguel
Aparicio Casanova • Carmen Aramoni Bou6
• Hanah Azar • Nicolas Beaudin • Karen
Bedard-Lothrop • Alissa Bissonnette •

Dallas Blacksmith • Christopher Blair •

Sophie Blair • S£bastien Bleau • Elric

Boisvert • Abraham Bonilla Vazquez • Celia
Bormuth • Johanna Bosch • Melina
Boudreau • Tom Boulanger • Maxime
Bourque • Jason Brocnu • Jordan
Buck-Thompson • Liam Buck-Thompson •

Erin Butler • Rory Butler • Regina Camarena
Villa • Chayse Carlsson • Lyanne Carruthers
• Joey Champigny • Tse-Ming (Jethro)
Chang • Paulina Chapoy Olavarrieta • Justin
Charbonneau • Claude Charest • Elisabeth
Charest • Julien Charest • Chao-Te (Bob)
Chen • Yu-Shan Chen • Alexandre Clermont
• Benjamin Clermont • Alexander Cooper •

William Cooper • Jean-Samuel Couture •

Jason Cowen • Mya Daigle • Maximilian
Daniel • Rhys Davies • Samuel De Grace •

Alberto De la Parra Navarro • Spencer De La
Bruere • Patricia Mariana Diaz Vilchis •

Zhouying Duan • Daphney Ducharme-Roy •

Valentine Duguay • Matthias Emond •

Pierre Emond • Tristan Emond •

Johann-Frederic Encke • Darcy Fernando •

Yuri Fernando • Ryan Fletcher • Kelly Foran
• Alisha Foxall • Sean Fry • Mohamed
Ahmed Gamal Hassan • Alexandr (Sasha)
Gapich • Landon Gareau • Coralie
Gauvin-Belair • Justine Galinas • Charly
Gilpin • Julia Gilpin • Derius Gilpin-Mark •

Christof Goettke • Jakob Goettke •

Jesus Bernando Granados Contreras •

Liam Gribbon • Paulina Guerra •

Mengyuan (Miko) Hao • Yuuki Hara •

Joseph Harvey • Thomas Hayden-Lefebvre •

Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari • Yushan (Eva)
Hou • Tzu-Ting (Tiffany) Hsu • Kyle Hume
• Eduardo Jacobo Marbez • Mark Jankowski
• lan Kemp • Montana Kitchen • Xavier
Koontz Miller • Justin Lafleur • Ashley
Langevin • David Langlois Ng • Philip
Leblanc • Yen-Wei (Daniel) Lee • Yu-Feng
(Jason) Lee • Sarah Lefort • Abdel (Ray)
Lepabic • Aisha Lepabic • Sarah Lessard •

Chi-Hong (Peter) Lin • Yuan Liu • Zhi Yuan
(Vicky) Liu • Hunter Lively • Patrice
Loranger • Yuan Luo • Jenna Linda
Macdonald • Radu Margarit • Tudor
Margarit • Chelsy Martin • Matthew Martin
• Meghan Martin • Spencer Martin • Olivia
McGuigan • Paulette Mendez Conde •

Sophie Merz • Kevin Millejours • Paul
Miller • Luke Moffatt • Regina Moreno
Gomez • Alfredo Moreno Hayek • Jone Itziar

Muller • Hailey Nadeau • Andrew Norris •

Emily Norris • Jordan Norris • Anchi Bih
Numfor • Shawn Ouellet • Anthony
Pasquale • Deanna Pelletier • Kuan-Hua
(Roger) Peng • Nikolaus Pinger • Alexandra
Place • Taylor-Jean Quinn • Alejandra
Quintero Solana • Catherine Quirion •

Genevieve Quirion • Conor Rankin • Hector
Robledo Suarez • Constanza Rojas Albornoz
• Alexis Routhier • Dinah-Marie Sam •

Sarah Savoie • Christopher Savory • Ftienne
Scraire • Jean-Baptiste Scraire-Gingras •

Lou-Henri Scraire-Gingras • Sean Scribner •

Shenghao (Eric) Shi • Hok Lun (Marco) Siu •

Man Hin (Martin) Siu • Benjamin Smith •

Ryan Smith • Chloe Sorella • Carl St-Jean •

Madyson St-Pierre • Andrew Stevens •

Danny Sylvestre • Li Yang (Eric) Tang •

Alexis Tanguay • Andrea Tanguay • Brian
Taylor • Maude Th^berge • Jessica Tomeo •

Arisa Torii • Cornelius Torkuhl • Clara
Iurcotte • Verena Ugarte Duenas • Ima Ukor
• Daniel Van Welie-Kawaja • Abigale
Vanluvender • Laurent Vinet • Lei Wang •

Li-Ming (Devin) Wang • Yi-Ting (Tina) Wang
• Cameron Watt • Thomas Wenzel • Pisit

Wetchayanwiwat • Campbell Wolfe •

Susannah Wolfe • Chin Fung (Justin) Wong •

David Wood-Downey • Malcolm
Wood-Downey • Miaokang (Tony) Wu •

Kaijiang (Ken) Ye • Xiaohui (Crystal) Yin •

Dian Yu • David Zal • Anastasiya (Stacy)
Zamula • Wen (Jacqueline) Zhang • Yilin

Zhu • Mariya Zinchenko • Lucas Zwaagstra
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great expectations

Welcome to the 201 2 Spectrum. I’d like to thank the yearbook crew for putting together this

colourful and comprehensive compendium of the past academic year.

Remember when that year began last September? It was probably like a lot of starts to the

school year, filled with anticipation and excitement, not to mention a little fear and

nervousness. Those feelings might be greater at Stanstead College than at your average

high school because each year we welcome about 1 00 new students, each one of them

wondering how the year will go, will their expectations be met, will their goals be realized...

As it turns out, 2011-12 was a busy and fulfilling year. This year’s student body seemed to

get along very well, creating a strong sense of community as well as friendships that

crossed the Great Grade Boundary that tends to exist at other schools. Here, because we’re

such a tightknit community, that boundary tends not to be so important. Everyone works

together, and that, I feel, is what makes Stanstead College unique.

For many, that experience has come to an end, and with that, I’d like to offer my

congratulations to the graduating class of 2012. As you move on to the next stage in your

life remember that important accomplishments have to flow from your own efforts and that

you have two ways to approach this. You can either expect little from your life or you can

believe that anything is possible if you strive for it.

Your expectations are a powerful guiding factor in how your life develops. If you don’t

expect much, then you won’t get much in return. If you expect a lot, there is at least a

chance of achieving a substantial part of it. I hope that you have the greatest of dreams and

I wish you the very best in pursuing them.

- Headmaster Michael Wolfe

Headmaster Wolfe enjoys some

Quality time on his Blackberry

The staff surprise

the Head on his birthday

With this year's Baccalaureate

speaker Akiko Fujimoto Watanabe

and Chairman of the Board

Georges Beaubien

With veteran Spartan Alec Philip

and son Kevin Philip, co-coaches

of the 2011 Football Spartans



FOR OPENER S...

Chelsy Martin, head prefect and lifer, gave

the following speech at the Grad Dinner

and Dance, held at the Hermitage Club in

Magog, June 2, 2012.

on to the next chapter...

Six years ago, I had my first day at Stanstead College. Like many of you I had no

idea what I was getting myself into and who I would be after my experience here

was over. In some ways, I still feel like that same 7th grader, about to start a

completely new part of my life and not really sure where it will take me. The best

part of that feeling though, is that it is full of endless opportunities and new

memories that are about to be made. Next year for many of us, we are starting a

new chapter in our lives. The cool thing about this, though, is that you are writing

your own chapter. Everything about next year is completely up to you and it will be

what you will make it. Dare to excel, dare to dream and dare to just simply have fun

because those are the memories that you will always remember and take with you

when your college days are over.

In other ways, I know that I am nowhere close to being that same person I was at

the start of Grade 7. Through the past six years, whether all of these years have

been spent at this school or not, you have evolved into the person you are today,

and I'd like to take this opportunity to thank the people mostly responsible for this.

First of all, on behalf of all the graduating class, I’d like to thank the faculty and staff

for your dedication, help and care. All the opportunities we have been given at this

school have come from you and we would not have reached our success without

your dedication and help. Second of all, I’d like to thank all the parents. On behalf of

all the sons and daughters, I’d like to thank you for the endless love and support

you have given us. Thank you for believing in us even when we doubted ourselves

and for everything you have done to help us, because quite frankly we wouldn't be

here if it wasn’t for you.

Lastly, I’d like to thank you, the graduating class of 2012. Thank you all for the

countless memories that we have had this year and celebrating these is what

tonight is all about. Tonight is about celebrating our success and great memories of

the past, and celebrating the start of something new. Tonight you are here to have

fun and make some more amazing memories and for one of the last times being all

together as the graduating class of 2012. 1 wish you all the best of luck next year

and hope that everything you strive for will come true.

from the yearbook staff

A funny thing happened on the way to the Spectrum: we ended up not

having an editor. As a result, what you see here is a collective effort,

the accumulation of hours of hard work by a lot of people. Thank you

to everyone who put in the work on Thursday afternoons -- the

quietest Spectrum crew ever! Thanks also to the generous few who

provided photos for this year's edition. Hope you enjoy it!

- Mr. Murray & Mr. Corcoran, Spectrum supervisors

The following was written by Mr. Williams on

the occasion of his twentieth year of teaching

Art at Stanstead College. Although it refers to

his own time here at the school, it also speaks

to anyone who has spent time within its walls.

twenty year plaque

these bricks of red and weather-worn

invisible names carved in each of them

serving a purpose for which they’re born

through peace, through wars and way back when

these bricks were built of humble walls

doors were opened, a stage was set

an orchestra of footsteps tread down these halls

red bricks were outside getting wet

the work of bricks is hardly done

building windows of the soul

where light of knowledge hard-fought and won

like transparent gems, some truths were told

the greatest stallion was once a foal

not yet jumping over bricks of red

drinking nectars from a simple bowl

health and wisdom lay ahead

twenty years is a drop of water

trickling down a piece of glass

the mirror of all the sons and daughters

and through these halls of bricks I pass
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Sitting

Lisa Smith, Christian

Williams, Eric Grenier,

Joanne Carruthers,

Headmaster Michael Wolfe,

Christian Wells, Andrew Blair,

Andre Simard, Carmen

Campbell, Erik Van Dyke

Standing

James Rioux, Marilee

Andres, Audrey Langlois,

Keri Reynolds, Amy Gallant.

Jeff Standage, Barbara Wilkinson,

Scott Bridgeman, Eryn Hessian.

Jean-Jacques Prevost, Jason

Corcoran, Tim Vickers-Willis,

Kevin Philip, Chris Planetta, Graham

Chandler, Pat Beaupre, Alison

Hennequart. Adam Lock, Gavin

Robertson, Fred Jackson
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Sitting

Thomas Wenzel, Anchi

Numfor, Sean Scribner,

Hailey Nadeau, Ryan Smith,

Headmaster Michael Wolfe,

Assistant Headmaster

Christian Wells, Chelsy Martin

(Head Prefect), Joey Champigny,

Kelly Foran, Max Daniel,

Rosalie Abdo

Standing

Tiffany Hsu, Claude Charest,

Sarah Lefort, Etienne Scraire,

Sarah Lessard, Rhys Davies,

Justine Gelinas, Liam Gribbon,

Catherine Quirion,

Bliss Wetchayanwiwat, Dian Yu

Robert Archambault

William Aston Reese

Melanie Aubut ’93

VJ Bala ’94

Danny Beasse ’94

Georges Beaubien ’68 (Chair)

Philippe Beauregard ’92

Line Burns

Jim Campbell

Kai Cho ’04

Robert Colby

Richard Colt
’

Jonathan Cowen 72 (Vice-Chair)

Robert Cowling

Peter C. Daniel ’54

Andrew Davies

Lucio Del Toro

George Diamandopoulos ’94

Tracey Emms ’82

Eric Fafard

Barry Gallant

Marie-Pier Germain ’01

Pierre Geoffroy 77
David Gray

Robert Hirsh ’8

Stanley Holmes Sr. ’53

Todd Hsu ’92

Ian Jackson ’82

Bart Kasowski '89

Patrick Kelly '85

Mitch Kotansky '80

Genevieve Laquerre ’00

William Layton ’46

Joseph Levy ’69

Samuel MacCallum ’80

Sylvie Maclsaac

Ali Martin-Mayer

Suzy McDonald ’95

Doug McEwen 76
Allan Metrick ’68

Karen Moffat

J. Scott Morgan 75
John Moses

John Nadeau 79
Rebecca Nienkamper ’83

Zubin Panthaki ’85

Frangois Paradis ’92

Isabelle Paradis-Gatcliffe ’89

Matteo Pasquale 74
Michael Peirce 73

Robert Perretta ’04

Angelo Perrotta

Carl Remillared-Fontaine ’97

Philip Renaud ’89

Yvan Ronnse

Amani Sawaya

Valerie Scraire

Robert Scobie ’94

Joel Segal 75

Ronald Spaulding

Catherine Van der Linden

Geoffrey Wagner 71

Harry Walker ’47

Akiko Watanabe ’93

Philip Webster

Rosalie Wilson ’ 90

Alyson T. Wood
Christopher Wood
lanitt Yoo ’96

Honorary Trustees

Thomas C. Camp

Charles W. Colby

John Mackay ’52



SUPPORT STAFF

Maintenance j
Mike Seguin (director), Garry Roy, Robert Dubois, Marc

Bergeron, Claude Bourgouin, Mike Huckins, Khaleq Ahad,

Serge Doibec

Rear: Donna Richter (Admin. Asst. Academics/U. Guidance),

Suzanne Marrotte (Admin. Asst. Admissions), Marie-Eve

Simard (Admin. Asst. Headmaster)

Front: Suzanne Savoie (Admissions assoicate), Joanne^

Carruthers (Director of Admissions), Joanne Ross ^

(Admissions associate)

Health Centre

Milene Boudreau

Karl Belair

Dr. Guy Charette

IT

Paul Thompson

Ryan Andres

BUTCHtH HOUtR.

®§S

Arena/Gvm/Summer Programs
Marc Parent, Mario Frechette, Alta Sheldon, Andre Fluet,

Stephanie Delorme (Summer Programs Coordinator)

Tuck Shop
Lucie Roy

Advancement
Dugie Ross (director)

Karen Cushing

Helene Hamel

Ross Murray

LeeAnne Smith

Security

Sylvain Bergeron

Daniel Bergeron

Richard Roy

Buck Sayer

Housekeeping
Rear: Dian Middleton, Louise Benoit, Sylvie Bolduc, Judy

Mosher, Nancy Demers-McKinnon, Linda Lang, Brigitte

Channel), Maida Benoit, Andre Fluet. Front: Carole Larose

(director)

Drivers

Chris Goodsell, Louise Woodward, Larry Reynolds, Denis

"Beaver" Comeau, Charles McIntyre, Denis Fleurant. Missing:

Fred Robertson

Kitchen

Yves Lavoie & staff

U. Guidance
Eryn Hessian (coordinator)

Keri Reynolds

Ali White

Donna Richter

Line Valliere, Jean-Marie Theriault, Karen Matthews,

Helene Roy, Farrah Cabana, Marie-Josee Gaboriault
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This column ^
Pat Beaupre

Sarah Elliot

Eric Grenier

Erik Van Dyke

The next column ^
Andre Simard

Scott Bridgeman (with Renee)

Audrey Langlois

and Chris Planetta

James Rioux

Lisa Smith (with Ryan)

The column over th

Meaghan Chantrill

Christian Wells

Jason Corcoran

Eryn Hessian

Andre-Karl Belair
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Don't forget the GAPS

Tim Vickers-Willis

James Savory (with Max D.)

Ngwa Numfor

Caitlin Berry and Fred Jackson

These guys

Kevin Philip v

Alison Hennequart

Jean-Jacques Prevost

Christian Williams

Those guys

Gavin Robinson

Marilee Andres

Amy Gallant and Andrew Blair

Barb Wilkinson

Keri Reynolds



DEPARTING FACULTY & STAFF

JasA\\ & Megiz*i\ CArcArsth.
Mr. Chandler began his

second tour of duty here

in 2007 and he filled out

his resume again by

covering just about all the

bases including teaching,

heading up Bugbee

House, Humanities

Department head,

Admissions Associate,

Assistant Director of Athletics and of course head

coach of our varsity boys soccer and JV hockey

teams. Graham is the epitome of a boarding school

S
We benefitted from a great package deal when

Jason and Meghan joined our faculty as

Science teachers in 2009. Meghan ran Colby

House, coached and introduced dance to the

school while Jason took on varsity football, JV

hockey, golf, Bugbee and most importantly,

the organization of our faculty NFL football

pool. In between they somehow found time to

have Jasper, who joined our community just

last year. We’ll soon be referring to Mr. C. as

Dr. Corcoran as he is returning to school to earn his Phd at Laurentian

University.

faculty member. He devoted himself entirely to his

duties and to his students and players. A friend to all,

he is someone who is simply irreplaceable. We wish

him the best as he takes on the position of Head of

Player Development for soccer Nova Scotia.

Mr. Belair came on board in

2009 to taken on the very

demanding position of

^ school counsellor. He has

*’' *
worked tirelessly in this

LA i role, always with the best

V U interests of our students at

^ heart. We’ll miss him and

L Jk his daughter Coralie but

wish them the best as they

move on to an exciting new adventure in

Hamburg,Germany.

CJaaJe 3<$ir<$<5ua\

Claude retires after a combined 33 years of

work at Stanstead College, first in the

kitchen and for the past 1 1 in Maintenance.

It will be hard to find a more dedicated,

more versatile, more easy-going person

than Claude. Bonne chance!

MUgimz B<scb(r3£aD

For six years,

Milene was our

dedicated nurse

who always put

the well-being of

our students

first. A champion

in the fight

against cancer

and organizer of our many fundraisers,

Milene will be working in Montreal as a

liaison nurse at Le Phare, a private palliative

care/respite house for children.

An alumna of

the College,

former head

prefect and

Pitcher Prize

winner, and

the daughter

of two former

faculty

members, Ms.

Elliot returned to her alma mater this

year to teach, coach and serve as the

Assistant House Director of Colby.
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ROSALIE ABDO
What a year! Made it to university, halleluiah, I am going to become somebody :-) Thank you teachers for

helping me through it all and trying to understanding my gibberish, and to the ones who have held my hand
throughout my spazzes, you have no idea the difference it made. I'd also like to thank the Internet, Google,
Wikipedia, Microsoft Word, and Copy & Paste. .

.
just kidding! I want to send some love to all the coolcats

who made me smile this year; you guys know who you are! Likewise I want to thank my superman for

helping me stay alive this year; you are my rock b I don’t know what I’d do without you. Goodbye morning
sign-in and assembly, curfews, weekend permissions and room majors and hello 20h30 classes, 40,000
people, sleepless nights, coffee, and the big city life! I will miss this world; I don’t think I ever will get it

again. I’ll leave you all with this:

“You have brains in your head. You havefeet in your shoes. You can steer yourselfany direction you choose. ” -Dr. Seuss

KAREN BEDARD-IOTHROP
Boy that was fast. The year went by so much faster than the years before but made some really good
memories. I just wanted to thank all my family, teachers, and friends I had a great year here at Stanstead

College. One main thing I'll remember is all the laughs in Mr. P's biology class, Mr. Van Dyke's Statistics

class, and Mr. Blair's Chemistry class.

"Even after many years, kata practice is neverfinished, for there is always something new to be learned

about executing a movement. " ~ Shoshin Nagamine

"To be trained in karate is something because karate is a vicious thing. Ifyou are any good at it. you can
kill somebody with it. It is a vicious way to fight. Thomas Foran.

"Smile; it confuses people. " - Scott Adam

CHNSTOPHER BIAIR
Thanks to everyone who's made my final year special. It's been a pleasure!

"Risefreefrom care before the dawn, and seek adventures. Let the noon find you by other lakes, and the

night overtake thee everywhere at home" -Henry Thoreau



ELRIC BOISVERT
Learning is not attained by chance, it must be soughtfor with ardor and attended to with diligence.

- Abigail Adams ( 1744 - 1818)

JOEY CHAMPIGNV
They say that good things take time, but really the great things happen in the blink of an eye. Our time at

Stanstead has already run out, as we are left desperate to go back, but anxious for what lies ahead. We are

moving on towards a new chapter in our lives, but 1 am confident that we will make the most of it. As 1

look back on my time here, I cannot bring myself to imagine anything better. First off, I would particularly

like to thank my parents for providing me with this tremendous experience, as they have been the best

support someone can ever ask for. Secondly, the reason these past years have been so memorable for me is

because of the people I was lucky enough to meet and develop strong friendships with. I’d especially like to

underline the amazing hockey season with the guys this year. Never-ending bus rides, practicing with no

pucks, delayed flights; we went through it all. And the best part is that it was all worth it! I wouldn’t have

changed a thing, and 1 wish every one of you success in the future. Justine and Clara: You are two people that I probably trusted

and relied on the most this year, and I know that I will always be able to count on you. Thanks for everything and get ready for a

WILD summer! I'd also like to make a special shout out to my impossible to wake up roommate, Max Daniel, who I beat at 2K

every night. Nothing but laughs with you this year and I wish you good luck next year. Kelly Foran, once again, I had an amazing

year with you, but the good thing is that I just know it’s not the end. All those library sessions with our hockey superstar Sarah

Lefort cramming and trying to finish our work is finally over, and honestly all thanks to you. You have an amazing future in fiont

of you, and hopefully I’ll see you at Queen's in two years. Last but not least, there is Anchi Bih Numfor. Honestly, I really don’t

think that I would have made it through 12th grade without you. Scandalous people, soccer champs, team west, AP classes, “this

is not a drive by,” oh and let’s not forget CELINE! 1 have so many memories with you that I will never forget. I think about all

these times and I would go back and start Stanstead over anytime, for 1 know that I will always be able to depend on you. Good

luck next year and keep in touch jersey bestie! Finally, to everyone returning next year, enjoy the time you have because before

you know it will all be over. To all the graduates, I wish you nothing but success and happiness and hope to keep in touch with all

of you.

TSi-MING "JETHRO" CHANG
My four years at Stanstead College have flown by much faster than I could ve imagined! It s hard to

believe that it’s about time to leave Stanstead College, the place I called “home” for the past four years.

The happiness and enjoyment I get from Stanstead College is countless. The time I spent here was

definitely the best time of my life. I would like to send my greatest appreciation to my mom and dad for

giving me such an opportunity to attend Stanstead College. Thank you for always being at my back,

giving me all of your support. You are the best parents a kid could ask for! I would also like to thank all

the teachers and faculties at Stanstead College; I will always remember what you taught me and I move

on to the next level of my life with all the knowledge you gave me. Special thanks to my advisor Mr. Van

Dyke. I couldn’t imagine life without you at Stanstead College. I do enjoy those Tuesday mornings we spent together and the

basketball games we played. You are just that awesome as a teacher and a friend! Your advice is the treasure that 1 will keep

deeply in my mind. I want to thank all my friends at Stanstead College too. Without you, life will be completely different. All

of you just make my life at Stanstead College warm and splendid; you made everything possible for me here. Lastly, I want to

thank Stanstead College, the place turned me from a 15-year-old boy to a well grown young man. I can still remember that

innocent boy who stepped into Stanstead College four years ago. Now he is graduating with hands full of joyful memories.

Graduation is just the end of this chapter, but the book of life will flip to the next page. Wish 201 2 grads of Stanstead College

all the best in the future! “Life is a wheel of fortune, now it's our turn to spin it.”

JUSTIN CHARBONNEAU
I really enjoyed my two years at Stanstead. I’ll miss my hockey boys but we'll keep in touch for sure. C'est

aussi la oil j'ai renconte my amazing girlfriend et passe pleins de beaux moments xxxx. I want to thank

Stanstead College for what it did for me. I had two wonderful hockey years with great players and friends. I

met a lot of people at this school that I won't forget. I wish to all the grads the best of luck next year, and

enjoy your summer!



CLAUDE CHARIST
Iron rustsfrom disuse; stagnant water loses its purity and in cold weather becomes frozen; even so does
inaction sap the vigor ofthe mind.
- Leonardo da Vinci (1452 - 1519)

BILLY COOPER
Beware of all enterprises that require new clothes.

- Henry David Thoreau

JASON COWIN
First things first, I would like to thank everyone for a great year. Being here six years has its ups and downs,
and I think that I will always remember the ups when I visit. I would also like to thank Steve, Lily and
Grace for an awesome cross-country running season! Hahaha, good times, guys. I think there are many
friendships that have been made here that will last I lifetime. These years have been valuable and insightful

to the real world, and 1 want to thank everyone for making that happen. 1 will miss everyone dearly next
year and wish that everyone does well with their studies or whatever you choose to pursue. Hope to see you
all at Homecoming next year!!



ZHOUYING DUAN
Time to pack up all the grateful memories. Four years of unforgettable high school life have come to an end

in a blink, youthful hours are no more and passed. At this moment my mind has been thronged with

sorrowful sentiments. However, all the unpleasant times have been completely forgotten. It is definitely a

precious experience to study overseas at Stanstead College, for the great environment, harmonious

atmosphere, and all the gentle people here. Thank you all for giving me help, support, and care. Life

wouldn’t be so colourful, and recollections wouldn’t be so weepy without you. Disconsolately, we all have

to move on. Such is life, when all the sweetest memories slip away, only aroma remains.

PIERRE EMOND
I can't believe I'm finally done high school. It's been a long four years, what with the three schools I went

to; the last two years, however, were the best, and this last one was the best of the best. I'd like to thank Mr.

Ross for helping me lose all that weight, as well as the rest of the cross-country running team for the good

times. I would like to thank all my friends for the awesome times we had, whether it was the talks in Davis,

or the times at the gym, or perhaps even the CAIS rugby trip. I'd mention my friends’ names but I wouldn't

have enough space to talk about all of them. However, I'd like to personally thank Mr. Van Dyke for the

great times in class, and thank him and Mr. Grenier for the great times at Cafe Cap. I've learned a lot this

year; the lessons on how people work will stay with me for the rest of my life. I'm definitely going to miss

Stanstead, but from a distance. Although they were few, the bad times stand out, but they only served as

challenges to overcome, and overcome I did. I wish the best of luck for everyone in the graduating class next year, and hope to

keep in contact with those who I became close with. I will never forget how epic Grad was either. I'll leave everyone with a quote

from my favourite book that I feel is not only true, but applies pretty well to this year:

"A friend should always underestimate your virtues and an enemy overestimate yourfaults" - Don Corleone, from The

Godfather

PS: Can't wait to join my sister at Trinity College next year!

PPS: Good luck for those who haven't graduated yet! Hang in there!

DARCY FERNANDO
My two years at Stanstead College have certainly impacted my life and always will. Firstly, I d like to thank my family for

encouraging me to embark on such an adventure. I would have never done it if it were not for them. Yuri, better days shall come.

A special thanks to faculty members as well who were always there and made things easier whenever they appeared to be

unsolvable. And, of course, such a journey would have never been this great without those who I became friends with here.

Therefore, big thanks to Max D, This would definitely not be as trippy without you, Alexis T (HC), Anchi B, Hamad A. Khalid,

Moumena A, and Los Mexicanos. Y’ll have always made me laugh and helped me stand back up whenever

1 hit the ground. Claude C, expectantly you know how to interact with black people now. Sean F, whatever

happens ya already know the anthem #FISH. Lafleur J, “you be dreaming boy. Wake up!” Pierre E, you

need a doctor. Tom W, I don’t appreciate you stealing my girlfriend. Chayse C, “you are the man."

Maraina, te voy extranar. Mira mira Indiana, I will surely miss your decisiones too. Hector R, ja sabes que

tienes q hacer con tu nina. Smitty R, “Hello”. I wish y’ll the best in your future careers and hopefully we’ll

come together and revive these good old days ASAP. Last but not least, Paulette, I had a crush on you and

have always secretly loved you ;

)

FORAN
Three years later and it still feels like it was only yesterday that I arrived at Stanstead College. I sure have

changed a lot during my time here, and I would like to thank all those people who helped me grow. Abby,

thank you for making hockey season bearable. Just kidding. But seriously, I would not have had nearly as

much fun without you. You are an amazing girl and I really will miss our heart to hearts. Jason, thank you

for always being there and helping me to see situations clearly. You were always saving me when I was

having one of my “smart in books, dumb in life” moments. Tiff (MINI ME) thank you, thank you, thank

you. I would never have got through this year without you. Thank you for always listening and reminding

me that it's okay to cry. I will never get rid of that pad that you wrote all over. Pierre, there is absolutely

no one at Stanstead who has meant more to me this last year and I highly doubt I will ever be able to

replace you. I am so proud of your determination and the way you changed your life this year. You are an extraordinary guy and

the perfect prom date. (We were by far the best looking pair!) Joey, oh Joey. I have to say I am super happy you are in Kingston

next year because I could never live without you. You are just one of those people who I instantly connected with and I am
certain we will be lifelong friends (until we get married of course). Thank you very much for being there during the tough times

this year, and for being my "meant to be." My best memory from senior year was certainly the runs in the forest with Lily, Leo,

and Steve. Grace has never laughed so hard. Those times really meant alot to me. BB: “Nothing compares, No worries or cares,

Regrets and mistakes, They are memories made. Never mind. I’ll find someone like you, I wish nothing but the best for you too,

Don't forget me I beg I remember you said... <3”



SEAN FRY
The past three years have been crazy at Stanstead. Right off the bat I would like to thank my parents, because without you none
of this would have been possible Thanks for keeping with me all those years. I would also like to thank my teachers and coaches

for helping me improve at in the school and on the field/court. I would like to thank my Advisor Doc for guiding with me for the

past three years. Now to my friends, Anchi, Tom, Ryan and Max, I’ve known all of you and been good friends with you since my
arrival. See you in university Max, and let’s keep playing 2k. Anchi, babe, I’ll miss you. Come visit Halifax

soon. Tom, thanks for the great times and laughs. Smitty “she’s the man.” Have fun with her next year. To
the basement floor, Claude, Lafleur and Darcy, bros before hoes, all the after lights out fun in the tunnels,

and the lounge. Darcy “POURRA” after schools over FISH, man deal with it. The goons from sports, Chris

Savory and Brian: Chris don’t end up beach anytime soon; don’t want to get the cranes to move you. Brian

next time we see a dog I’ll be glad to bark at it with you. Hamad, Hector, you guys were good this year, all

the times in MTL, it was too fun, hope to see you this summer. Thanks for a great experience. #grad2012

MARK JANKOWSKI
I'd like to start off by thanking my parents for giving me this great opportunity to come to Stanstead. My
two years here have been nothing but the best, and I'm going to miss everyone so much. I'd also like to

thank my advisor Mr. Corcoran for all his help, and especially his great pizza parties, Mr. Chandler for

turning me from godawful on the soccer field to tolerable, and especially Mr. Rioux and Mr. Robinson for

everything they've done for me on and off the ice. This year's hockey season was unbelievable. The guys

we had on the team this year were all beauties and I love you all. This past season was really crazy and 1

wouldn't have wanted to spend it with anyone else. On top of all our wins, it was great being on the road

and in hotels every weekend with all of the guys and I'm going to miss all of you. There's no other bond
like the bond a hockey team has together and there's no exception with this team. By far the most fun I've

had playing hockey was with you guys and it was an unreal season. Last but not least I'd like to talk about the most amazing
person in the world. Jess, we’ve been best friends for two years and I know that will never change, and this past year with you has

meant so much to me with all the memories we had and all the good times that I will remember forever. You mean the world to

me as my best friend and as my girlfriend and I feel like the luckiest guy in the world to have you in my life. Remember, MnY
F&A. Love you <3 and oh ya, R4L and NCB4L hahaha. I'd just like to congratulate all the grads and wish everyone good luck

next year and in the future. Thanks to everyone who made these past two years an amazing time for me!

JUSTIN LAFLEUR
The worst sin toward ourfellow creatures is not to hate them, but to be indifferent to them: that's the essence

ofinhumanity.
- George Bernard Shaw ( 1856 - 1950)

SARAH LEFORT
SC was more then just an education to me, it was the chance to meet some great people from all around

the world, a chance to make new friends, and a chance to get on the ice and play hockey almost every day.

I would first like to take the time to thank my parents; without them I would not have had the chance to

experience this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. It seems like just yesterday I was driving up to campus for

the first time. The red brick buildings were overwhelming to me but now I see them as my home. I would

like to thank a few people for making my stay at SC a memorable one. To all the girl hockey players,

thanks for the great season, you girls are the reason that I have had so much success in this game. You
guys pushed me to get better. 1 wish you all the best of luck next year! Camby, I will never forget the

many one-on-one games that we would play after I was finished my workout (of course I would always

lose but that's not the point?. Joey, I will forever remember the workouts that we did together. You always

pushed me past my limit. Also, all th# Physics classes spent working on endless problems, it wa? sometimes long but we always

managed to make it fun. MA- You were the one that made my time at SC so unforgettable, ft.ll the runs we use to go on, the time

we went to the river, the countless ice cream trips, thwclasses. I could go on forever but the wo»ds just don't express how I feel

and how much you transformed my experience. Thanks <3 I1U F&A



AISHA LePABIC
Even when I’m about to make the stupidest of mistakes, they will support me.

Even if they know what I'm about to do will be hard, they don’t want to see me struggle.

Even if that’s the path I choose, they'll still help me all they can, because they care for me, and want me to

be happy.

That’s love, that’s my family <3

CHI-HONG (PITER) UN
Life is full ofsurprises and and serendipity. Being open to unexpected turns in the road is an important part

ofsuccess. Ifyou try to plan every step, you may miss those wonderful twists and turns. Justfind your next

adventure-do it well, enjoy it-atid then, not now, think about what comes next.

- Condoleeza Rice

CHELSY MARTIN
These six years have flown by a lot faster than I thought they would, and it s kind of hard to believe that I can now say that I ve

graduated high school. First of all I’d like to thank my parents for giving me this opportunity to come here and always supporting

me in everything I do, it means the world to me. Secondly, I’d like to thank all my teachers and coaches for all of your help over

the past six years. I have learned so much from you and I am very thankful for your dedication and advice.

Lastly, I’d like to thank all my friends responsible for all the memories that I will take with me from this

place. I'm not going to go through all of you because frankly I could write paragraphs about all the

memories we’ve had, but I would just like to say that you guys truly made my years here amazing and I

have no idea what I would have done without a single one of you. I'll never forget the random memories

made by having nothing to do, the countless hours spent in the student centre, and the amazing memories

made with all my sport teams, because all of these memories are some of the best that I have from here.

Good luck to all the graduates next year wherever you go, and 1 hope to see you all sometime soon!

MATTHEW MARTIN
Experience is the name everyone gives to their mistakes.

- Oscar Wilde (1854 - 1900)



KEVIN MIIIEJOURS

H
I just want to say thanks to my mom and dad for giving me this great opportunity. And shout out to my
roommate Elric for a sick year, and to my buddies for making the time fun. Carl and Spencer made
weekends eventful. To my partner Matt for all the wisecracks in Biology and my goalie Billy for a

smashing time lol. To the Grade 1 l's have fun next year at SC and to the 12's good luck.

REGINA MORENO GOMEZ
Stanstead has been a great experience; I have learned a lot, I had the chance to create beautiful friendships

with incredible people. I grew as a person, and it simply was one of the most amazing experiences I have
ever had. I am very grateful to my parents for giving me this opportunity, as well as to my teachers because,

besides teaching me a specific course, they have helped me grow as a person and find the best in me. 1

specially want to thank my Stanstead best friends; “the Mexicans” because after spending so much time

together I had the chance to get to know them more than I ever thought I could know someone; more than

friends we became sisters. I will always remember the school trips, the meal time talks, the sleepovers, the

academic hours we spent together, the snowball fights and many more memories. These are memories that I

will take with me everywhere I go. Thank you for making my Stanstead experience one of the best ones.

HAILEY NADEAU
The past five years have been unforgettable for me. I could not have asked for a better experience at Stanstead College. The
people 1 have met and the friendships that I have made could not have been possible anywhere else. Thanks to all my coaches for

amazing seasons. Thanks to Van Dyke; I’ve never had a coach that could bring a team together like you do. Thanks to my parents

and teachers for giving me this wonderful opportunity. Alexis, this year has been great, so many memories
that I’m going to miss. To the family, Sarah the pro, Olivia the Islander and of course you can’t have the

dumb without the dumber. Jenna. Hockey was a blast because of you girls. California was amazing and we
definitely had the best room. Chelsy, my roommate for four out of five years, it’s going to be weird next

year without you, friend. Of course, my TWIN, Anchi, my BFF, even when we weren't roommates, we
were. So many memories, only a handful written on sticky notes in your room, I’m gonna be lost without
you next year. I had a fantastic five years and I owe it to all the wonderful opportunities that this place has

had to offer.

It’s weird to think I’m leaving Stanstead forever in June. I have definitely grown up here and I want to thank my parents for

giving me this opportunity. Over my five years I’ve met people I’ll never forget. I want to thank Mrs. May for being there since

year one, Chandelier for being my soccer mentor through the years, and to the best coach 1 have ever had, Mr. Van Dyke. I have

learned so much from both of you and definitely had the best sport seasons of my life. To my grade 10s, Jessi and Em, I’m going

to miss you guys so much. Claude, Lefort, Luke, Chels & Smitty, I had the best conversation with you guys, always making me
laugh, can’t believe we’re all leaving. My sons, Seanfry and Max, I love you guys and you’ll always be family to me. Andrew
Norris, stealing my initials. I love you advisee buddy. :p Alexis, the HL, I’m so glad I met you this year, you and Caitlin, my
berry, were definitely how I survived Webster. I’ll miss all the seasons together. The one I’ve been

through the most with, Hailey. We've been friends since the beginning, and you’ve always been there for

me. I couldn’t imagine high school without you guys. Joey, this year- would be nothing without ^ou. I’ll

miss the stress, the laughter, the singing, everything. You’re my best friend and I love you, I'll miss you

so much. And of course, Tom, my bdbboo. You’ve been my best friend forever and alwaysVill be. I love

* you so much, boo, pinky promise. Remember all the food times, and good luck back in Austria. Class of

2012, we made it! Congrats everyone and good luck with where life takes you next!



CHRISTOPHER SAVORY
In a few weeks I will have been here for five years, chronologically a third of my life, but really it’s been

so much more. It'll be hard to recount my experience within the word constraints, but I’ll give it my best.

First off, I’d like to thank my parents wholeheartedly for giving me the opportunity to attend Stanstead

and for their support and help. Without them, who knows where I would be? Next, I’d like to thank my

second family, the Wolfes, for their kindness and generosity (especially when it comes to food and drink).

A page is nowhere near enough to express my gratitude for both and so I wouldn't want to belittle it by

trying. Thirdly I’d like to thank everyone at Stanstead. You guys are the reason why it has been so much

fun. From my teachers, to my coaches, to my teammates, to my advisor and fellow advisees, to those who

hold the door open for me and to those who wake up every morning to go to assembly, I thank you all.

You’ve all contributed to so many memories that I’ll never forget. From Zanzibar to BCS dances to Hector and Pasquale lineman

dance, I’ll never forget these times. Special shout-out to my homie Campbell (you thought I forgot, didn’t ya): have fun in

Australia, and cheers to everyone else for making these past five years spectacular, and good luck in your future endeavours, and

remember, this isn’t goodbye. Chris Savory. Facebook. Add me.

ETIEHHE SCRAIRE
My fourth year at Stanstead finally ends and I am finally ready to take over the world. Thanks to my parents. Without them, I

would never have been here. It was a fun year and I’m going to miss everybody, but there are specific people I’d like to

acknowledge. First, thank you, Pierre, for being my friend and being my partner in crime. This is not a goodbye since I know

we’ll see each other in Massachusetts. Joseph, I’m gonna miss you. Good luck next year with cegep, and I hope the best for you

in your life. My Arab brother Hamad and my Mexican brother Hector, I’m gonna miss both of you; we lived so many adventures

together I will remember my whole life. Cam, my jam partner, I wish the best for you. Jamming with you

was a surprising remedy for bad days. Carmie Campbell, you’re the coolest advisor anyone could dream of.

David, together with Pierre, we were the three musketeers. Like the three musketeers we needed our

D’Artagnan, our fourth musketeer who would hang out with us, without being really part of our group.

Sometimes it was Justin, sometimes it was Claude. Sometimes it even was Cornelius. I hope the best to all

of you and may our paths meet again someday.

SEAN SCRIBNER
It has been a great experience here at Stanstead College for the past six years of my life. To the people who

have helped me in the past six years, especially Mr. May, Mr. Simard, Ms. Hessian, Mr. Chandler, Mr.

Corcoran, Mrs. May, thanks for the help with my classes, the extra help, and the extra training. To all my

friends, I will miss you and think of you often, namely Ryan Smith, Chris & Campbell Savory/Wolfe,

Jason, Hailey, Chloe. To my family, Grandma and Grandpa, Uncle Kevin, Aunt Lori, Mark and especially

my Mother, I couldn’t have done it without you! Stanstead will always have a place in my heart! Thank you

to all and to all a good night.

RYAN SMITH
First off, I would like to thank my parents for sending me to Stanstead. Without them, none of these past six

years would have ever happened and for that I am very grateful. Mom and Dad, thanks for the six years at

Stanstead, I love you guys! Second, I would like to thank my teachers for all their hard work over the

years, and also all my coaches. To my advisor, Mr. Chandler, thank you for always pushing me. Without

you I would not have come close to my goals, especially on the pitch. The boys- RD,LZ,HL, and I guess

LG for always being in our room, we had some amazing times, sometimes in the hotel, the bus, even in the

stands or bench, thank you guys for a great last year. The lifers, thanks for a great six years, glad I got to

spend it with all of you, good luck in the future. TW- D partners, major S, 10- 0 soccer champs! Congrats

on a great 3 years, Tommy, I’m going miss you so much next year. I’m glad I met you and got to play some

amazing sports terms with you. I know we won’t be on the same team next year, but no matter what you will always be my bud!

SEKF- you’re skinny, DF- Trippy Mann, see you at Dal next year man, hopefully roommates! ABN- I’m still convinced you live

in the hood! AT- Going to be a great n^tf four years at university, have an amazing summer, see fou soon! To all the Mexicans

over the years, you guys know who youae! MJ- The roommate, going to miss you bud! #21, Calgary Flames, good luck with

Everything in the future, yoif re going to do great things In life, keep up the great work. I promise! will go to one of your games

someday! MD- Max, I can’t believe six years have already gone by; I’m going to miss you no matter what! You were one of my
hpst fi ipnrk at .Itanstparl and will alwavs be. I’m glad we get to take the next four years of our life together. Have a sick summer

up in Ottawa, see you and the rest oi’ die guyy Up ill IIialifJlA HI J'HpraMJCT. 11 1 1UI yUi ydSu, then 1 am sorry. Congratulations to me

graduating class of 2012! Peace out, Stanstead, I’m off to Dal. Thanks for an amazing six years. .

.



GHIOE SORELLA

have met here

a lesson 1 will

What an incredibly unbelievable year! I have made so many memories with so many amazing people. I did
things I would have never thought I’d do in a thousand years and I’ve experienced and felt things I didn’t

know were possible. This school year has been eye-opening and has taught me a lot about myself. At the

end of the day, I’ve realized that there is something about Stanstead College that makes me not want to

leave. From the CAIS soccer tournament, to my crazy basketball team, to eating homemade snow cones
and learning the power of country music, my time here at school has been absolutely memorable. A million
thanks to my parents for this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. I’d also like to send a big warm thank you to

the Wolfe family for being so hospitable and always welcoming me into their home, for letting me eat their

food and make all their couches and blankets smell like hand cream! I’ve created special bonds with those I

and I will cherish them in my heart forever. Through laughs and tears, Stanstead’ s taught me to believe in myself,

remember for the rest of my life.

" What doesn 7 kill us makes us stronger. ”

CAR! ST-JEAN
Search othersfor their virtues, thyselffor thy vices.

- Benjamin Franklin (1706 - 1790)

ALEXIS TANGUAY
This single year at Stanstead was surprisingly great, and I have too great a number of people to thank for

that. But to some of the ones who’ve done the most for me: NAbdo and Aisha, I regret not knowing you
as well as I do now even though we’ve lived down the street from each other for years. Thanks for

everything you’ve done for me. Tom, you’re my father forever and always. My girlies, Anchi and Hailz,

you’ve helped me through a lot and we’ve had too many amazing times together this year. To my baby
Max, for the time we’ve known each other this year I’ve never been happier and I’m forever grateful

you’ve become such a big part of my life. All muh biddies best keep in touch next year!

“Thefuture belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams. "

BRIAN TAYLOR
The past two years at Stanstead have been amazing. Some great memories were made here and I met tons

of great people. I gotta say bye to all of my hockey guys; wish you guys good luck next year, hope you all

do well. Charbonneau, roommate two years in a row, couldn't have asked for a better roommate. Mark,
wish you all the best in Debuque, Providence or wherever you end up playing. Sean Fry, Smart corner,

WOOF? Joseph Harvey, HEY NEIGHBOUR! Matt, Mark and Justin, all of those endless hours in our

room "studying" and getting cereals. Danny, we had the greatest pre game routine, except everyone
seemed to ruin it. Wish everyone the best and hope you all stay in touch.

«



CORNELIUS TORKUHl
Wow, now that I’m so close to finishing my second year here, the time went by so fast, I can t believe it.

First, I would like to thank my parents for letting me go to Stanstead. They are such big supporters of my
life. Secondly, I want to thank all the people that made this year special; Cam, you are an awesome

roommate, I will never forget the conversations we had about what is more important, math and sciences or

languages and social studies. I think that we both agree that for a daily life you need both and our posters.

My crazy over the floor roommate Peter (ChLHong) for always being there if I needed someone to fight or

just someone to hang out at night or on the weekends, but sometimes you just need to relax and start

listening, Pedi. My old roommate Etienne for just being there as a good friend and for always entertaining

me, thanks bro. Laurent Vinet, I think we both have now the same opinion of Calculus and Physics; it's just

too crazy. Jason, I’ve know you now for two years, but you can still surprise me and you are just a funny guy and a good friend.

Chris Blair, I think that it will take some time until we both drive a golf cart again, but overall we only had good times. Pierre, we

had some fun times this year and yes 27 = 1 . David, wow, you did not change a bit this year, you are still my tall German - sorry

- Canadian friend. Radu, you are a good friend. I enjoyed chilling with you, but you have to learn to sometimes turn down the

volume of your speakers. A big thanks to all my teachers. You helped me through, even if I was sometimes complicated and just

not there, thank you. I had a great year and I’m going to miss Stanstead and all the people here. You made my two years here so

good.

LAURENT VINET
John F. Kennedy said “We celebrate the past to awaken the future.” Therefore, congratulations to the class

of 201 2. 1 would also like to thank my family and my friends for their support throughout the school year; it

was invaluable. I won’t forget the friends I made here this year; they were all remarkable and unforgettable.

This year has been a blast and it has gone by too fast. I survived high school with the help of the school’s

faculty and my friends who were always eager to help. Do not follow where the path may lead, go instead

where there is no path and leave a trail. Believe you can and you're halfway there.

LEI WANG
Always do right. This will gratify some people and astonish the rest.

- Mark Twain (1835 - 1910)

CAMERON WATT
Firstly, I want to thank my parents for making it possible for me to come to a school like Stanstead College.

You two are the best! I am so lucky. Next, I want to thank Mr. Rioux and Mr. Robinson for all your time

and commitment that you put towards the hockey program this year. We all owe you huge thanks. Lastly, I

want to thank all of the staff for doing what you do. Stanstead College really is a special place to go to

school. To all my friends, good luck with your future goals. I hope it all works out.

Some things worth noting this year:

l.“The Basement” (Justin Lafleur randomly breaking into song or rap, Peter Lin talking in “German” and

. Darcy Fernando’s very distinctive laugh). .

2.0ngoing debates with my Swi^ (not German) roommate. Someday I'll catch you a Canadian moose. .

.

3.

Playing guitar with Etienne - you’re damn good and fun to play with, man^ •

4.

Going fly fishing on the Tomifobia whh Mr. Blair - someday we’ll find the “glory poi^l.”
*

5.

Playing hockey with “the boya” • •



THOMAS WENZEL
I would like to thank my parents and my grandmother for giving me the opportunity to come to SC. Without you I would have
never had such an amazing three years! It has been a great last year and it’s sad that it’s coming to an end! It would have been so

much different without my friends: Max, you are one of my best friends and you were always there for me
when I needed you. Thank you so much! Sean, three years and it feels like you have not changed a bit :P

You were a great friend and we always have fun together. Smitty, my D-partner, I will miss you a lot but

we’ll play together in university ;) see you there bud! Alexis, you always tried to help me, you are a great

friend! Thank you for being there! Anchi, you were my best friend for so long and you turned out to be an

even better girlfriend ;) you were always there for me and I could talk to you about anything and you would
cheer me up. Thank you so much for making this year so amazing! I LOVE YOU and I will miss you so

much <3 Of course, I would like to thank all of you but I can't mention everyone. . . This summer is gonna
be hard without all my friends and it will be hard to say goodbye to all of you, but I hope it will be possible

to stay in touch and see each other again. Congratulations to all graduates and I hope you will have lots of

success in the future!

PS: Mark, you better invite me to some games when you’re in the NHL ;)

CAMPBELL WOLEE /
Six years and I made it through. It’s hard for me to say but I have enjoyed my time at this school and will miss it a lot when I

leave. Now, for the thank yous. Mom and Dad, thanks for letting me come to this school a year early. I wouldn’t have had the

same experiences if you hadn’t. Mr. Van Dyke and Mr. Blair, thanks for all the bball talks, tips and games. I will miss your vast

amount of knowledge on the game when I’m gone. Sr. boy’s bball, I know we got robbed of a great season but I had fun

anyways, so thanks for being the most fun team even if we weren’t the best. Chris Savory, my man, how would I have made it

through without you? I know you don’t like all the touchy feely stuff so I’m going to keep it simple. You’re like the brother I

never had and I want to thank you for all the laughs we had and cool stuff we did. Chloe, had I not met you this year and things

hadn’t played out the way they did between us, I would not be the same person I am today. All the great times we had (lock and
load!) and great times I look forward to having with you (one year away!). You make me happy when I’m

around you and to me nothing is better than being happy. To all my fellow gym rats keep pushing and going

hard. All those long hours pay off in the end, trust me, I know better than anyone else. This is Cwolfe (#13)

signing off for good.

KAIJIANG (KEN) YE
A good listener is not only popular everywhere, hut after a while he gets to know something.
- Wilson Mizner (1876 - *1933)

DAVID ZAL
Wow, five years have been a great time at Stanstead College for me. I would like to thank all my teacher

these past five year. They really taught me a lot. A special thanks goes out to Mr. Ross who pushed me
quite hard during cross-country seasons and made me into a better athlete. Also, his generous donations of

fudge really helped and were really good. A thanks to Mr. Rioux who has one busy schedule but

somehow manages to still give me good advice. A thanks to all my friends. We had a good time. I also

would like to thank my grandparents who supported me these past five years through school and forced

me into learning French, which is now an advantage for me. My father and mother, thanks for everything.

"Only two things are infinite, the universe and human stupidity, and I'm not sure about theformer. " -

Albert Einstein m .
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Alex Tatum Place, what would I do without you? Since day 1 I knew you were a keeper! You’re definitely out of everyone the

one person that I can be 1 10% myself with. I am not scared of telling you anything simply because I know you won’t judge me.
Thank you for being there for me! I am so excited for next year, hun! We’ve had amazing memories and there will be many more
to come! Jessica Tomeo, aka “Friend,” oh Jess, where do I even start this? This has been a very long year for both of us! I still

remember you being the girl 1 hated more than anything without even knowing you! (Sorry.) We have been through more than
anyone can imagine together this year and you have always been there for me, always. Thank you because without you I

probably wouldn’t have gotten out of it. Excited for next year! <3 Catherine Quirion, the “really fast soccer player” is what I

called you when I first saw you. You turned out to become my everything! Thank god I made the soccer team because if it hadn't

been for the CAIS tournament we probably would have never become friends! Thank you for always, no
matter what, being there for me and I can’t wait for next year! We’ve come a long, long way, made a lot of

mistakes, but we made it! I’ll miss you all over the summer! Keep in touch beautifuls! If I learned anything
from this year, it’s definitely to expect the unexpected!

MOUHIENB HUSSEIN Ml
First I want to thank my parents and family for everything they have done for me. Stanstead College, all I

can say is that "I love you like a fat kid loves cake."

JOHN ANDERSON
There are worse things than looking stupid. Sleeping through life is one of them.
- Laura Preble



JOSHUA BROCHU
Silence is one of the hardest arguments to refute.

- Josh Billings (1818 - 1885)

JORDAN BUCK-THOMPSON
First I would like to thank my parents for giving me the opportunity to come and study and participate in

the numerous sports the school offers. Next I would like to thank all my friends that were there during my
career at Stanstead: Max Daniel, Tom Wenzel, Sean Fry, Ryan Smith, Hector Robledo and Luke Moffatt.

You guys are great friends, and I will definitely miss you guys next year and will always remember the fun

times we had this year. Lei, since you visited my house many times, consider yourself a part of my family.

Darcy and Yuri, it was fun having you guys over, and I wish you the best for next year. If I forgot to

mention some people you know who you are, and I would also like to thank my teachers for a great year.



ELISABETH CHAREST
A wonderful year is about to end. From my two years at Stanstead I learned many things, and one is such

that finding true love is possible. Finding someone to cherish the best and most memorable moments with.

Someone to belong to, and I know this is only the beginning. I also want to thank my two amazing foolish

friends. Sarah Lessard and Clara Turcotte, mmmm what can I say? The two best friends you wish you had.

Webster without Clara = prison... True story, bro! Sarah Lessard what can I say, too many good moments to

pick one! 1 know that the three of us will always remain. Thanks to everyone.

YU-SHAN
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RHYS DAVES
It was a great year all around, whether it was studying with the boys, fooling around on hockey road trips,

or even those quiet weekends with friends at the school. I would like to say thanks to my teachers,

coaches, friends, and parents for all of their help and support this year. In the words of Jack O’Callahan,

“Really seems that way (*pen flick).”

PATRICIA MARIANA DIAZ VIICHIS
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LANDON GAREAU
It was a great year, had tons of fun. I'd like to say thanks to my parents and family, all of the boys, and a

special thanks to my girl Chelsy.

"Can you even read, Silky?" - Jack O'Callahan

JUSTINE GEUNAS
Two years have passed already. Time goes by so fast when we are at SC. Thanks everyone for this great

year! But most particularly to my parents that offered me the opportunity to come here. I would not have

had that much fun this year without you guys; Maude ma meilleure amie, tu resteras a tout jamais dans mon
cur, bonne chance a Champlain. Shawn mon meilleur ami, mon annee avec toi a simplement ete

merveilleuse. Claroune, une fin d’annee bien remplie avec toi, LIKEABOSS. Joey, merci d’avoir toujours

ete la pour moi, bonne chance a Queen's! Saroune, roommate et Colby prefect en ta compagnie, une chance

je t’avais! Pour ceux qui prennent un chemin different Pan prochain, je vous souhaite le meilleur du monde,

prenez soin de vous et a bientot les pots.

Wow! I can’t believe that this year went by so quickly. Of course I want to thank the usual culprits. My
parents for giving me this opportunity, my teachers for enlightening me throughout my time here, my
AMAZING ADVISOR Mrs. Carruthers ! ! ! ! And of course you guys for all the awesome times we had. I

can’t believe that five years went by so fast. To everyone leaving, I’ll miss you. I can’t wait to see

everyone next year!

JOSEPH HARVEY
First off, I would like to thank my family for giving the opportunity to come to Stanstead College, and for

supporting me throughout my time here. I would also like to thank Mr. Rioux, Mr. Beaupre, Mrs. Smith and

Mr. Foster for being the best teachers I could have hoped for, and for giving me so much of their time.

Luke, Jordan (Jimmy), Rhys, Marco, Max, Thomas, Pasquale, Hamad, Stacey and Maria, you were the

bomb, and each of you knows why. To the Emond clan, you guys are one awesome family, and I will never

forget all the good times we had together. Etienne, je ne sais pas ce que j’aurais fait sans toi. Tu as toujours

ete lii pour moi, et je sais que si je me souviens d’un moment incroyable, t’etait toujours dedans. Tu vas

vraiment me manquer. Hector, you laughed with me during the good times, and you were there for me
during the bad times. I knew that no matter how bad things were, you were backing me up. I’ll miss

motorstorming with you until 4am more than anything else. Brian, you were the best freaking neighbour a man could wish for. I

would also like to thank the basement crew; because we build memories down there that will follow us forever, and each and

every one of you are welcome back anytime. “Dusting is a good example of the futility of trying to put things right. As soon as

you dust, the fact of your next dusting has already been established.” -George Carlin



TSU-TING (TIFFANY) HSU
Another year at Stanstead College has gone by. People told me that the second year is always the hardest. I found that is true, but

I am very fortunate to have all the friends and teachers there for me when I needed their help especially my house directors, Ms.
Gallant and Ms. Elliot, my advisor, Mr. Ross, and all the coaches, Mr. Van Dyke, Mr. Bridgeman, Ms. Hessian, and Ms. May.
It’s good that I still have another year here in Stanstead, and fortunately there are also some people coming back with me. Dian,

without you I can’t survive in Stanstead. Yilin and Judy, thanks for bringing me all the laughs. Cath, you
always save my life on the ice. Sadly not everyone can be back at Stanstead. Justine and Sarah Lessard,

thanks for being such great roommates. Abby, thanks for all the paper in economics class and asking me to

tutor you but. .

.

you know what happened. Sarah Lefort, you are always the star on the ice. You are always

doing what you are good at. I learned a lot from you. Have a great time at BU. Last but not least, Kelly

Foran. You are always there for me when I need you. There’s no way I can find someone with the same
connection like us. Our handshakes will become a history. I will always be your mini-me. Sadly I didn’t

have the chance to finish your pad, but you get what I am trying to tell you. All the memories we have been
through together will always stay in my heart. Have a great time in Hamilton. I will miss you, and
remember our Skype date every week.

KYLE HUME
2011-2012 was quite the change, but I believe it was for the better. I would like to thank my parents for

giving me the opportunity to come to Stanstead College, the teachers and coaches that put in all the time to

make me better than I was, and the people who made this year so memorable, I’ll miss all those who are

leaving. I will miss you all this summer, and I already miss Nik Pinger! ! ! Forever Gym Partners!!!

SARAH LESSARD
Four years that went by faster than I could have ever imagined. Merci maman et papa pour m'avoir donnd
la chance de vivre de si belles experiences! Claroune, Ely et Juce, merci d'avoir cree des souvenirs que

j'oublierai jamais. Finalement, Nicolas Beaudin mon amour, merci pour tout ce que tu fais pour moi je

t'aime. See you next year!

HUNTER LIVELY
This was a year for the ages. Thanks to everyone who made my year so great. I just want to give a shout out

to my parents for sending me here, my girlfriend Cassandra back home, and the boys RD, LG. AN, and LZ
for the solid times on the road and all the studying we accomplished this year. 2012 Softball Champs - Blue

Jays.

"Be the change you want to see in the world. ” - Ghandi



RADU MARGARIT
Reflect on your present blessings, of which every man has many; not on your past misfortunes, of which all

men have some.

- Charles Dickens (1812 - 1870)

PAULETTE MENDEZ CONDE
You must have a room, or a certain hour or so a day, where you don't know what was in the newspapers

that morning... a place where you can simply experience and bring forth what you are and what you

might be.

- Joseph Campbell (1904 - 1987)

SPENCER MARTIN
I would just like to thank everyone for a great year and thank my parents for giving me this opportunity as

well as to wish everyone moving on good luck in the future.

LUKE MOFFATT
All things are difficult before they are easy.

- Dr. Thomas Fuller (1654 - 1 734

)



ANDREW NORRIS
We would accomplish many more things ifwe did not think of them as impossible.

- Vince Lombardi (1913 - 1970)

SHAWN OUELLET
This year has been a great one for me. I really appreciated my year at Stanstead. I would like to thank my
parents for giving me the opportunity to go to this school. It’s one of the best decisions I made in my life. I

never thought I would have had so much fun. I met new friends that 1 would have never thought I would be

so close to. Justine Gelinas is one of them. Justine and I are the kind of friends who help each other in

different situations. I'm really happy to be close to her. Also, Clara Turcotte, she always makes me laugh

especially in Economics. I would also like to thank Spencer, Elric and Carl for all our good times together.

I will never forget them. I had a great experience at this school. I would also like to thank all my teachers

and my hockey coach. James Rioux, for this excellent season. I never enjoyed playing hockey like this. I’m

really anxious for next year.

ANTHONY PASQUALE
Thanks, dad, for giving me such a great opportunity and for supporting me throughout it, no matter the

amount of mistakes I’ve made. Thanks, mom, for always being there for me to call first when I get

suspended. Mrs. Ross, thanks for always being so nice and smiley with me even if you wanted to smack me
upside the head ;) Chayse, Hector, Joseph. Hammad, Sean Fry, Luke, Rhyse, we'll be the basement club

forever! See you all in hell. Class Afloat, Marine Corps, here 1 come!

"Being ready is not what matters. What matters is winning after you get there.
“

LtGen Victor H. Krulak, USMC April 1965

ALEXANDRA PLAGE
As my second year at Stanstead comes to a close, and I look back at all the smiles and fun times I’ve had with the wonderful

people I’ve met, I can’t help but laugh to myself and be proud that we’ve all made it this far. I’ve met so many amazing people

and they're the kind of friends that are always there and always will be These people have made my life at

Stanstead happier than I ever could have expected and I would like to take a minute to recognize a few of

them. Noemie, we have been close since the beginning. You're always there for me and you always help me
when I need something. Your smile and happiness is infectious and I can never be sad when I’m around you

because you never let me! I love you so much, Noe. We'll be best friends for life. Abby, you’re my partner

in crime, the sugar to my toast. You're like my sister! you have made this year so much more fun and

carefree, and I know that without you I wouldn’t have as much fun as I do because I wouldn’t have anybody

pushing me to get myself out there. I love you, and I know that next year might not be the same but we will

always be close! I need my movie buddy! Cat: you’re my tiny papa and you are the protector! I never

imagined that we would be as close as we are, but somehow here we are. I’m so glad that we have become a

family and I wouldn't trade it for the jvorld. Je t’aime comme une feulle, papa! And finally, Johg: there is so much I can say, but

I’ll keep it simple. You've taught me so much this year, and I’m so thankful to have met you. You brought out my crazy side and

taught me that %ometimes it’sjust better to take it easy. You've truly made me a better^rerson and I’m glad to say that I love you,

best friend. To the rest of my friends: Moumena (who*is the best sister & roommate a gi*l coulcfever ask for)Pierre, Rosalie,

Etienne, Chloe, Daniel, Kyle, Austin, Chayse, Pasquale, and whoever els^I forgot, I love you guys. Stanstead College has given

me things that no one can take away from me, and I’m glad my friends and memories here are among them. I'm all smiles and

happiness now, and all I have left to say is, THANK YOU!



CATHERINE QUIRION
George Shaw once said that life isn't about finding yourself, it is about creating yourself, and in the past three years that is exactly

what I did here at this school. I really want to thank everyone who made my experience here unforgettable. This year, like every

other year at this school, has been absolutely amazing. I got to meet new people who completely changed my life, starting with

the upcoming Olympic Champion Sarah Lefort. Out of everyone at this school you are probably the person that understands what

I live the most and can support me when things were bad. Thank you so much for everything you’ve done for me in the past three

years and I hope that you will be happy where you are next year. Tatttuuummmm! ! We barely ever talked to each other last year

and now you are my son! You are hilarious and extremely straightforward, which is amazing! You make me laugh every time I

see you! I also want to thank everyone on the soccer team (Moumena, Anchi, etc.), the hockey team

(Maude, Melina, Juce and Kelly) and the rugby team (Chelsy, Jessica aka “friend” and Rosalie. My three

seasons were absolutely awesome this year and I want to thank all of you, players and coaches, for making

these sports such a good experience for me. Last but not least, I want to thank you, Noemie Abdo, for

making me the happiest girl in the world. You were there every single day for me, every time I needed you,

every time I was sad or even happy, you were there with me. We shared so many unforgettable moments

together! I can’t wait for next year to spend time with you again ! This year was by far my best year at this

school partly because of you. Again, thank you everybody! See you all next year! Have a great summer
everyone! Peaceee!! :)

CONOR RANKIN
Our main business is not to see what lies dimly at a distance but to do what lies clearly at hand.

- Thomas Carlyle (1795 - 1881)

:h«rfSjw* always have*} group of

RIGHTEOUS
GANGSTERS

HECTOR ROBLEDO SUAREZ
The difference between a moral man and a man of honor is that the latter regrets a discreditable act, even

when it has worked and he has not been caught.

- H. L. Mencken

SHENGHAO (ERIC) SHI
Most people would rather be certain they're miserable than risk being happy.

- Robert Anthony
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HOK LUN (MARCO) SIU
I have been here for two years. Never thought that time would pass by this fast. I did not really think of

what to write about everything this year. If you really want to know what I will or want to write, then buy

next year's yearbook, which is 2012-2013. Life and live are both fun, and by the way I am "chinois."

DANNY SYLVESTRE
Ifyou make it plain you like people, it's hardfor them to resist liking you back.

-Lois McMaster Bujold

MAUDE THE BERGE
Wow, what a beautiful experience! Being here at Stanstead College has been one of the best thinga that ever happened to me.

Attending this school makes me learn different things. The most important is that it makes me realize that no matter who you are,

what you look like, what your skin colour or your religion, at this school everybody is accepted. You don't have to worry about

how people are going to judge you because they won't. I would like to thank everybody; all the teachers who were patient with

me and were always willing to explain A LOT OF THINGS that I did not understand. I also want to thank

all of my friends who helped me throughout this long year of school, but I mostly want to thank my parents

for the experience they have allowed me to live during my two last years of high school here at Stanstead

College. THANK YOU, EVERYBODY. I will always remember my time here and I will miss you all. -

CLARA TURCOTTE
I can’t believe my first year at Stanstead is already over. This year was amazing. Thank you to everyone who made my
experience unique. To start, I would like to thank my parents who gave me the chance to come here for

Grade 1 1. They have always encouraged me. Even when it was hard, they believed in me. Thank you for

everything you are doing for me, I love you both so much. Stanstead College has also made me realize

how much I love my best friend Sarah Lessard. You are the friend I will always love no matter what. So

much fun, laughs and smiles this year. I’ll never forget those memories. I will love you forever BFF. I

would also like to tell my roommate Stacy Zamula how much she is worth to me. You made my life better

when the day was hard. I certainly couldn’t have imagined a better person to live with. I will miss you next

year, I love you. Then my Webster favorite: Ely Charest. Ely, you are one of the best things that happened

to me this year at Stanstead. We are so similar and we had so much fun. Next year will be hard without

you. You will always have a big place in my heart, love you. Justine Gelinas and Joey Champigny, you are

the ones I discovered in the last few months, but I feel like I’ve known you forever. Thanks for all the joy you brought into my
life. I love you so much and will always remember you. Finally, thank you to all the other good friends I had and how you made

me enjoy my experience so much. Love you all.



ABIGALE l/ANLUVENDER
Hard work spotlights the character of people: some turn up their sleeves, some turn up their noses, and

some don 't turn up at all.

- Sam Ewing

PISIT (BLISS) WETCHAYANWIWAT
I wish this to be short in text, but not too short for its meaning. Firstaval and lastofall, I want to thank every

person whose name appears in this book (I also included names in the ads at the back too) and all the first

and last names I can spell out in my mind. Thank you for letting everything happens. And thank you for

letting your name be recited in my memory.

CHIN FUNG (JUSTIN) WONG
20 1 1 -20 1 2 was my first year at Stanstead College. This was a really special year for me. I met so many
new friends from different countries. Moreover, I have learnt and experienced more than other students

who did not come to study in this multicultural school too. This was a really fruitful and unforgettable

year for me and other Spartans ! ! Also I would like to say thank you to my parents for giving me a chance

to study in this good school. Last but not least, I would like to say thank you to my coaches and teachers.

You guys are the greatest. P.S. I will definitely miss those leaving next year and those whose have

already left!! My German roommate Nikolaus Pinger!!!

MIAOKANG (TONY) WU
Deep in the ocean, dead and cast away,

where innocence is burned... inflames.

A million milefrom home, I'm walking ahead.

I'm frozen to the bones, I am.

A soldier on my own, I don 't know the way.

I'm riding up the heights... ofshame.

I'm waiting for the call, the hand on the chest.

I'm readyfor the fight... andfate.
The sound of iron shots is stuck in my head.

The thunder ofthe drums dictates

the rhythm of the falls, the number ofdeaths,

the rising of the horns... ahead.

From the dawn of time to the end ofdays,

I will have to run... away.

/ want tofeel the pain and the bitter taste...

of the blood on my lips... again.

This steady burst ofsnow is burning my hands.

I'm frozen to the bones, I am.

A million milefrom home, I'm walking away.

I can't remind your eyes, yourface.
- “Iron” by Woodkid

Thinking that school life is just like this.



MAN YU
My second year at Stanstead College almost comes to an end. It’s amazing to feel the passage of time, and

realize how grateful I am to have chosen to stay here. “Nothing of me is original; 1 am the combined effort

of everyone I've ever known.” To the people who made this year a splendid one, thank you all. Mom and

dad, I’ve always been seeking a chance to say I love you. Thank you for being there for me through thick

and thin. I know it’s been hard not having your girl around, but it eventually paid off. I’d really like to thank

my teachers and coaches for a wonderful year. The lesson I learnt from you is simple but in depth: one

would never know his potential until he tried. I’d also like to thank my amazing friends. Life at Stanstead

College wouldn’t be this great without you. Friendship means more than gold to me, and I believe that’s

how you perceive it, too. Last but not least, to all the graduates, wish you all the best! May life take you to a

brand-new adventure. Now it’s time to turn the page, to where the future is written. Good luck everybody. Goodbye 2012. <3

ANASTASIYA (STAGY) ZAMULA
Stanstead College really changed my life, and I spent an amazing year here. I would like to thank my
parents who gave me an opportunity to attend Stanstead and all the teachers and friends that always

believed in me. I made so many new friends here that I will always keep in touch with. Stanstead College is

a great place to be in and all the memories gained here are unforgettable. I really hope I will have an

opportunity to come back and spend one more awesome year here.

LUCAS ZWAAGSTRA
It was a memorable third year at Stanstead, full of fun and stories. I’d like to wish all the boys who have graduated and are

moving on to bigger and better things. We managed to get a lot of studying done surprisingly! And to the boys who are coming

back, more studying to come. Should be fun. Also thanks to Jen for such an amazing year. Look forward to being back with you

and everyone in September. Looking forward to Bio class FTB!
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Khaled Emad Al-Muhaidib

Hamad Alsuwailem

Jose Miguel Aparicio Casanova

Frederic Aube
Carmen Aramoni Boue

Hanah Azar

Sophie Blair

Abraham Bonilla Vazquez
Celia Bormuth

Melina Boudreau

Tom Boulanger

Rory Butler

Julien Charest

Alexandre Clermont

Spencer De La Bruere

Daphney Ducharme-Roy
Valentine Duguay

Tristan Emond
Alisha Foxall

Mohamed Gamal Hassan

Charly Gilpin

Jakob Goettke

Paulina Guerra

Yushan (Eva) Hou
David Langlois Ng

Abdel (Ray) Lepabic

Zhi Yuan (Vicky) Liu

Patrice Loranger

Jenna MacDonald

Tudor Margarit



Meghan Martin

Olivia McGuigan
Sophie Merz
Paul Miller

Emily Norris

Deanna Pelletier

Kuan Hua (Roger) Peng

Alejandra Quintero Solana

Constanza Rojas Albornoz

Alexis Routhier

Jessica Tomeo
Yi-Ting (Tina) Wang
Malcolm Wood-Downey
Xiaohui (Crystal) Yin

Wen (Jacqueline) Zhang

Mariya Zincheinko



Sebastien Bleau

Johanna Bosch

Erin Butler
^

Lyanne Carruthers -

Paulina Chapoy Olavarrieta

Chao-Te (Bob) Chen
Alexander Cooper

Jean-Samuel Couture

Johann-Frederic Encke

Ryan Fletcher

Alexandr (Sasha) Gapich

Julia Gilpin

Christof Goettke

Mengyuan (Miko) Hao
Thomas Hayden-Lefebvre

Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Ian Kemp
Xavier Koontz Miller

Yen-Wei (Daniel) Lee

Yu-Feng (Jason) Lee

Yuan Liu

Jone Itziar Muller

Jordan Norris

Genevieve Quirion

Dinah-Marie Sam

Sarah Savoie

Lou-Henri Scraire-Gingras

Man Hin (Martin) Siu

Madyson St-Pierre

Li Yang (Eric) Tang



Luis Javier Ancona Arias

Alissa Bissonnette

Liam Buck-Thompson

Regina Camarena Villa

Benjamin Clermont

Alberto De La Parra Navarro

Matthias Emond
Coralie Gauvin-Belair

Derius Gilpin-Mark

Jesus Bernardo Granados Contreras

Eduardo Jacobo Marbez

Ashley Langevin

Jean-Baptiste Scraire-Gingras

Benjamin Smith /
Arisa Torii

Li-Ming (Devin) Wang /

Susannah Wolfe V



Maxime Bourque

Mya Daigle

Samuel De Grace

Yuuki Hara

Montana Kitchen

Yuan Luo
Alfredo Moreno Hayek

Taylor-Jean Quinn

Andrew Stevens

Nicolas Pinger

Tom Archer

Camila Reynoso

Carl Cremer
Mliairi Milward

Alex Oates

Jaimi Louise Wright

Jack Simmons
Alex Von Wedel
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House Pirector: Amy Gallant

Assistant Pirector: Sarah Elliot

LBY H#USE



House director: Jason Corcoran

Assistant director: Barb Wilkinson
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Darkness i
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Rosalie Mo, Jbse Aparbb, Oiayse Carteson, Parcy Fernando,

Christof Goettke, Jakob Goettke, Kyle Hune, Abdel (Ray)

LsPabic, Aisha LePabic, Yuan Liu, Miari Milward, Luke Moffatt,

Anthony Pasquale, KuarrHua (Reger) Peng, Nikolaus Pinger,

Cbnstanza Rojas, 5ean Scrtner, LhMhg (Pevin) Wang, Gin Fuig

(JLeth) Wong, Pavid WoocLPowney, Pian Yu, Pa-id Zal Yilh Zhu

Art
Mounena Ai, Jdm Andersen, Christopiier Bar, Sebastbn

Eteau, Lyanne Camtthers, Carl Cremer, Vaierrthe Puguay,

Matthias Ei-nond, Charly Gpt\ PaUina Guerra Paid

Langbis Ng, Aisha LePabic, Peama Pelletier, Genevieve

Qurbn, Cbnstanza Rojas, Phah-Mare Sam, Majyscn St-

Pierre, Martin SU Erb Tang, Anskea Tanguay, Tiia Wang,

Tony Wu, Stacey Zamula, Marya Zinchenko



Nicolas Beaudn, Pallas Blacksmith, Melba Bourheau, Paiina

Chapoy, Jjsth Chartarieau, Oisabeth Charest, Billy Cooper,

Rh^s Pa/ies, Paphiey Pucharms-Koy, Cardan Gareau, Justice

Ge has, Mark Jankowski, Ashby Lange/in, Sarah Lessard,

Huiter LVe|y, Jsma MacPonaU, Chslsy Martin, Matthew

Marth, Median Martin, Oivia McGuean, Anchew Noire,

Abx Place, Catherhe Qurlon, Chloe Sorela, Panriy Sybestre,

Brian Taytr, Maude Theberge, Jss6ica Tomeo, Clara Tircotte,

Carman Watt, Lucas Zwaagstra

Fredeb Mb, tetri Anderson, Pallas

Blacksmith, Chayse Carteson, Max Panel

Johann Encke, Patrice Lcranger, Ke/in

Mibjars, Lite Moffatt, Regina Moreno,

Anthony Pasquab, Hector Robledo, Gris

Sazory, Thomas Wenzel Panel Van Welie,

Thomas Wenzel Carrpod Woife, Ken Ye

Cnbbage
Maxrne Barque, Lem Buck-Thorrpscn,

Abx Cbrmait, Ben Clermont, Abx

Cooper, Derius Gfoh, Pad Miler, Ben

Smith, Artteew Stevere, Eric Tang



Community

Animal

Shelter

Pine Manor

Manoir

Stanstead

Stanstead

After-School

Program

Community

Support

Projects

Service
Noemie Abdo, Carmen hcarwn, Hanah Azar, Alissa

Beeonrette, Maxine Barque, Jordan BuckYhorrpscn, Erh

Butler, Regha Camsrena, Chaise Carlsson, Claude Charest,

JLc(y Chen, Alex Clermont, Mya Pai^e, Rlqys Pavies, Samuel

Pe Grace, Matthias Ernord, Mchamed Gamd, Landon

Gareau, Padha Guerra, Joseph Harvey, Eva Hou, Tiffany

Hsu, Montana Kitchen, Sarah Lefort, Aisha LePabic, Peter

Lh, Huiter Lvejy, Rail Marg-rt, Spencer Martin, Padstte

Mendez, Alfredo Moreno, Regina Moreno, Hailey Nadeau,

Entity Norris, Jordan Norris, Anchi Ntmfcr, Alexancha Pace,

AlejartcPa Quhtero, Catherine Qu'rion, Genevbve Qurion,

Conor Rankin, Hector Robledo, Sarah Savob, E tiems

Scrare, Jsan-Baptiste Scrare, LooHerri Scrare, Eric Shi,

Marco Su Ryan Smith, Anchew Stevens, Carl St-Jean,

Alexis Tanguay, Verena Ugarte, Auigab Vanlu/ender, Tina

Wana Susannah Wolfe, Justin Wong, Tory Wu, Pian Yu,

Pavd Zal Yin Zhu, Mariya Zircherto, Lucas Zwaagstra

Cancer

Support

Group

Rotary

Book

Sale

Spanish

Lessons



Jam Band
Xa/ier Kcontz-Miler, LariHenri Scra're,

Pa/id Wocd-Powney

Mamena All Khaled Almhaldib, Carmen

Aramoni, AJissa Besomstte, Abraham

Benia, Johama Bosch, Maxme Barque,

Regina Camerena, Mya Paigle, Jllia Gi^in,

Bra Hou, Montana Kitchen, Vicky Liu,

Regina Moreno, Alejancha Quiitero,

Andrew Stevere, Ima Ukor, Crystal Yin,

Jaoquelhe 2iang

Ethics
Ncdas Beaudh, Jason Brochu, Kyle Hume, Radu Margarit,

Shawn Ouellet, Oara Tircotte

Body Language
Jose Miguel Aparfcio, Abraham Bonila, Paulina Chapoy,

Julien Charest, Julia Gi|oin, Tudor Margarit, Jone Muler,

Alexis Rauthier, Ben Smith, Madison St-Pierre

Documentary
Films
Resale Abdo, Gamel Hassan, Alfredo Moreno, Aexarrha Place



Poetry
Katherine Orem, Tudor Margarit,

Cor&tstva Rojas, Biss Wetchayanwiw'at

Classic Films
Khaled AMJiaidib, Jdn Anderson, Ekic Boiszert, Tom

Boulanger, Jliien Charest, Max Panel Spsnosr Pe La Batere,

Mariana Piaz, Yiri Fernando, Sean Fry, Mark Jankowski

Patrice Lorangsr, Chsfey Marth, Karri Misjoins, Luke

Moffatt, Arehi Mrnfor, Afexs Rcuthier, Carl St-Jean, Brian

Taylor, Comelus TorkiH, Lament Wet, Thomas Wenzel

Glee/Choir
Rosafe Abdo, Sophie Bar, Celia Borrruth, Paphrey Pucharme-

Rqy, Yuri Fernando, Coralie Gau/n&dar, Liam Gribbon, Eya

Hcu, Tiffany Hsu, Ashley Langewh, Montana Kitchen, Ashley

Langem Afredo Moreno, Peama Peietier, Taylor Quin, Marco

Su, Ima Ukor, Pevti Wang, Lei Wary, Tha Wang, His©

Wetchayanwiwat, Pa/id Wood-Powney, Tony Wu



Drama
"Baby" by Conrad E. Davidson

Rosalie Abdo

Abraham E3cmila

Jbey Champs
Daphney Dirharrne-Roy

Coralie GaurH3dair

Liam Or'tkm

AHredo Moreno

Taylor-Jsan Qum
Clara Tircotte

Camsron Watt



Habitat for

Humanity
Mexico

Celia Bormuth, Rory Butler, Paulha Qiapoy, Jason Cowen,

Emily Norris* Pisit Wetehayanwwat, Carrpbel Wdfe

Freddie Jackson (GAf) , Marcela Gonzalez (aLrma),

IvT. Weis, fvte Hessian

Skating
Hamad AJsuwalem, lue Javier

Ancona, Jbse Miguel Aparicio, Carmen

Aramoni, Tom Archer, Hanah Azar,

Karen Bsdardiothrcp, Scphb 0ar,

Lyame Carruthers* Jethro Chang,

Paulha Chapoy, Jjc|y Chen, Alex

Cooper, Jason Cowen, Aterto de la

Para Mariana Piaz Vilchis, Zhoiyhg

Puan, Valentins Puguay, Matthias

Emond, Jbham Ercke, 5asha Gapich,

Bernardo Granados, Miko Hao, Yuuki

Hara, Thomas HaydenTefekvre,

Eduardo Jacobs, Ashby Langsbn,

Panel Lee, Jason Lee, Vicky Liu, Yuan

Liu, Yuan Luo, Miari Milward, Abx

Oates* Roger Peng, Alejancko

Quintero, Camila Reynoso, AJexis

Routhbr, Jack Smmons, Msrco 5U
March SU Madyson St-Pierre, Eric

Tang, Archea Tangupy, Arisa Torii,

Verena Ugarte, Abx Von Wedel Lei

Wang, Pom Wang, Justh Wong, Tony

Wu, Ken Ye, Crystal Yin, Pian Yu,

Stacy Zarmla Jacquelhe Zhang, Yilh

Zhu, Mariya Zinchenko



Scrabble
Pierre Emaid, Tristan Emond, Parcy

FemarKb, Alexand-a Pace, Sean

Scribner, Chloe Sorela, Alexis Tanguay,

Abigale Vartirender

Problem Solving/SAT Prep
* < rtAV'VA'JAWVf/W <vw^» V/ \ 1-# I^wnin tUfBUlii KV’ » •!

Jason Brocfu Jordan EL^-Thotrpson, JUJy Chen, Tiffany Hsu, Hurter LVejy, Radu Margarit, Spencer

Marth, Shawn Cider, Catherine Quricn, Conor Rankh, Erb Shi, Parry SyVestre, Lucas Zwaagstra

Yoga
John Andersen, Catvren

hrarron, Hanah Azar, Sebastbn

0eau, Johama Bosch, Mslha

Boudreau, Regna Camerena,

Patina Chapoy, JJen Charest,

Mariana Pia4 Valentins Dugjay,

Parcy Fernando, Landon

Gareau, Jrstns GJras, dJia

G^n, Xa/ier Kocntz Miler,

Median Marth, OlVia McGuigan,

Padette Mendez, Regria

Moreno, Roger Peng, Alejancha

Qurrtero, Conor Rankh, And"ea

Tanguay, Maude The bergs,

Jessica Tomeo, Verena Ugarte,

Daniel Van Welie



Qi^yse Carteon, ChaoTe Chen, Pierre Emond, Ryan

Fletcher, Alisha Foxal, Jakob Gosttka, Liam Gribbon, Jacob

FbchstraseerdBorsari, Xavier Koontz Miller, Vicky Liu, Sophie

Merz, Peama Pelletier, Etienre S(rare, Marco SU
Susannah Wolfe, Malcolm Wood-Downey

Jazz Band

Regha Cameriu Joey Charrp^iy. Claude

Charest, 2iciiyhg Puan, Kely Foran, Sean Fry,

Perus Gijoh, JUia Gph Eva Hou, Jone Miller, Bliss

Wetchayanwiwat, Joseph Harvey, Verena Ugarte

Abx Cbrmorrt, Ben Clermont,

Jason Ccwen, Liam Gribbon, Parid

Wood-Powney Apps
Abx Cooper, Jban-Samuel Cbutire,

Samuel Pe Grace, Pand Wocd-Powney

Spectrum
Camrm Aramoni, Jaocb Borsari, Johanna Bosch,
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"A journey

of a

thousand

miles

must begin

with a

single step
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north Hatley Club

Lake Massawippi-

Swimming, games

tubing, food, tun!
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$850 raised for cancer

research. The first to

finish the three laps

around campus was Ryan
Smith. The first girl

in was Valentine

Duguay.



Spartan wins for

SB Sc SG Soccer
vs BCS. (Football

red-vs-white
scrimmage)
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September 25. 2011

featuring the Cunudiens
Alumni vs Stanstead's

finest...

TV Role of Fungicide Shanpooi

m the R«W Against Dandruff

1st: Malcolm Wood-Downey
and Paulina Guerra - "The

role of dandruff shampoo in

the fight against dandruff"

2nd; Jessica Tomeo and
Meghan Martin - "How
temperature affects bal ter

power"

3rd: Melina Boudreau and

Emily Morris - "Pull and snap

Individual Award: Alisha foxall
- "How light refraction can

determine sugar content in

liquids"

ESL Award; Crystal Yin and

Jacqueline Zhang - "The

dissolving effects of various

solutions on bone"

Project
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Dance



(Front l-r) Hector Robledo, Jordan Buck-Thompson, Sean Fry, Eric Shi, Brian Taylor, Justin Charbonneau,
Luke Moffatt, Claude Charest, Anthony Pasquale, Chris Savory, Rhys Davies, (middle l-r) Coach Philip, Chris

Blair, Danny Sylvestre, Jakob Goettke, Nikolaus Pinger, Billy Cooper, Landon Gareau, Matthew Martin, Rory
Butler, Cameron Watt, Malcolm Wood-Downey, Christof Goettke, Coach Corcoran, (back l-r) Ray LePabic,

Sebastien Bleau, Justin Wong, Julien Charest, Alexis Routhier, Conor Rankin, Radu Margarit, Thomas
Hayden-Lefebvre

. m

Ik

This year’s edition of the Stanstead College Spartans football team

certainly experienced the joy of success, as well as the pain associated

with defeat. The coaching staff was delighted to see 30 players (seasoned

veterans and rookies) present on the first day of tryouts. We soon realized

that our tough defence would be complemented by an explosive offensive

unit that could put points on the board in a multitude of ways.

After the boys showed excellent character during a controlled

scrimmage against Vermont Academy, the team travelled to Lac Megantic,

defeating them 23-0. At this point, we saw a need to widen our selection of

plays and shift our defensive strategy. Our best showing occurred on

October 1 against the Mount Washington Wolves, the result being a

resounding 43-6 win. However, a seemingly non-ending series of injuries

saw the team being reduced from 30 players down to a skeleton squad of

21 bodies, with eight of the nine injured players being starting players. In

true Spartan fashion, the team refused to give up. We were able to defeat

Lac Megantic 8-0 at home, and Rosemere High School 27-0 in Montreal

on October 14, Unfortunately, BCS, after weeks of indecision about the

status of their football team, decided that they would play Stanstead

College for the Senator Howard Trophy (one game only as opposed to the

traditional two games, total points). We lost the contest 7-6, which was

very disappointing for a group of young men who had played very hard all

season, often under very difficult circumstances.

The Spartans will be losing a number of Grade 12 students

(Christopher Blair, Justin Charbonneau, Claude Charest, Billy Cooper, Sean

Fry, Mathew Martin, Christopher Savory, Brian Taylor and Cameron Watt).

The coaching staff would like to wish these players the best of luck in their

future endeavours, and we look forward to another great season starting

next September. I would like to thank all coaches (Mr. Corcoran, Mr. Philip

Sr., Mr. Wolfe) and players for their continued support of a program with a

long history at Stanstead College.

- Kevin Philip, Head Coach

SCORECARD

Opponent Score

Lac Megantic 23 - O W
Mount Washington 43 - 6 W
Lac Megantic 8 -0 W
Rosemere 27-0 W
BCS 6-7 L



ET.IA.C
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BOYS 1
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(Front l-r) Kevin Millejours, Ryan Smith, Coach Chandler, Joey Champigny, Andrew Norris, Coach

Simard, Thomas Wenzel, Elric Boisvert, (back l-r) Sean Scribner, Kyle Hume, Jason Brochu, Hunter

Lively, Nicolas Beaudin, Mark Jankowski, Max Daniel, Justin Lafleur, Lucas Zwaagstra, Carl St. Jean

Spencer Martin, Shawn Ouellet, Cornelius Torkuhl

finished in first place and claimed the league banner. In

the playoffs, the Spartans defeated Galt 3-0 in the semi-

final before edging Massey Vanier 2-1 in the sudden-

death, 5-on-5 overtime championship game. Senior

Thomas Wenzel scored the OT winner and sent the fans

into hysterics in what might be the most exciting high

school game ever played on our campus.

Season statistics: 16 games played, 12 wins, 4 losses,

0 ties, 54 goals scored, 17 scored against and 6

shutouts.

Congratulations to Senior “S" winners Elric Boisvert

and Mark Jankowski and to Major “S” recipients Sean

Scribner, Justin Lafleur, Thomas Wenzel, co-captains

Joey Champigny and Andrew Norris, and Bobby Moore

Trophy winner as the team’s most valuable player, Ryan

Smith. A solid season, congratulations!

- Coach Chandler

The 2011 edition of the Stanstead College senior boys

soccer team began with 25 players trying out. After a

tough weekend of practices and scrimmages the team

took shape as 20 players became Spartans.

The season opened with Stanstead travelling to Tilton

School in New Hampshire to face the Owls. This is always

a rigorous test, as the Owls are a perennially tough New

England prep school program. The Spartans welcome this

game for it serves as a measuring stick to evaluate

individual and team strengths and weaknesses. After a

hard-fought 90 minutes, the Owls defeated Stanstead 2-1

.

In October we hosted the CAIS tournament. While it

was a success, the play of the Spartans was not. Hoping

for a top 5 finish, SC had to settle for 1 1th place with 2

wins and 3 losses, one to archrival BCS, who went on win

the silver division. This was an opportunity wasted,

in league play, Stanstead compiled an 8-0-0 record,



In a nutshell, 201 1 represents the best season a Stanstead soccer team has ever

had. At any level, girls or boys. THE BEST EVER. Never before has a team won
the ETIAC regular season banner, the ETIAC playoff trophy and silver medals at

the national CAIS Tournament all in the same year. What these players

accomplished, with only three losses in 23 games, made Spartan Soccer

history.

But even more meaningful to me are the memories. Hailey’s saves and

Jenna’s volley strike to upset St. Mildred’s in the CAIS Quarters... Rosalie’s

throat-ripping pre-game cheers... how we never let bad weather affect us...

everyone singing “All We Do Is Win” up the grassy slope after playing our best

game of the year in the CAIS semi vs St. Clement’s... warming up to Eminem

and “Don’t Stop Believin’". . . the team meal at Mama Hutch's. . . dance lessons

in the gym... Olivia in the cowsuit... the joy of taking the lead in the CAIS final

in front of 300 people... the disappointment of losing that lead... how Regina

would smile after scoring a goal... ruining the BCS homecoming 5-0... Jenna

scoring with only 20 minutes left to ween-da-leegue againleaguet for only the

second time ever... can you gimme a hallelujah?... frolicking in the Dunham

mud in our last regular season game... piling on the coach after Melina knifed

the trophy-winning goal vs Galt in a pressure-packed 9-vs-9 sudden death

overtime... watching, arm in arm on the sideline, as the senior boys win their

own overtime trophy... taking 45 minutes worth of photos afterwards... A Great

Day To Be Red. . . wow, what a year!

Sometimes, although rare, sports really are like a Disney movie, and the

Spartans enjoyed more than their fair share of storybook moments this season.

Was it luck? Partly. But it was also a product of discipline, perseverance,

teamwork and, lest I forget, the best leadership I’ve seen in a long time. All

season long captains Anchi Numfor and Catherine Quirion, through the

considerable force of their personalities, fostered an atmosphere of passion,

intensity and fun that the entire team bought into. When we weren't working and

winning together, we were singing and dancing together. Other teams wanted to

be us. In fact, all things considered, 201 1 represents one of the most enjoyable

coaching experiences of my career, and I sincerely thank the players for such an

unforgettable season. Each and every one of you. Even the white kids!

- Coach Van Dyke

CAIS
FINALISTS

(Front l-r) Meghan Martin, Rosalie Abdo, Melina Boudreau, Anchi Numfor,
Hailey Nadeau, Catherine Quirion, Chelsy Martin, Olivia McGuigan, Tiffany

Hsu, (back l-r) Coach Van Dyke, Karen Bedard-Lothrop, Jenna MacDonald,
Alisha Foxall, Moumena Ali, Maude Theberge, Noemie Abdo, Chloe Sorella,

Regina Moreno, Coach Hutchinson. Missing: Alexis Tanguay, Abigale Vanluvender ETIAC
LEAGUE a

PLAYOFF

CHAMPS



BAM! You girls made history. You won the ETIAC

championships for the first time ever. It wasn’t easy. We didn’t

have super soccer players. We had to really work at it, which

makes it even better. This was a truly awesome story.

We started the year at the Nancy Brown Tourney at Galt and

did something already unprecedented: we won 1, tied 2 and

lost 1 (by only 1 goal). See, we usually get killed at that

tournament. Not this time. This set the wheels in motion.

Coaches were thinking, “Hmmm. We may have something

here. We’re going to have to work for it, but we may do

something special this year.” We had no idea.

We had a better than average season of 2-3-3. See, we also

usually get killed in league play. Lots of close games this year.

We lost the league banner midway through the season and

knew that our only hope for redemption and proving that we

had a special team lay in fighting for the championship. It

would come down to who wanted it more, who worked harder

in practice, who made the smarter game day plan, who

prepared better, who made the right adjustments through

games, who compensated for mistakes by redoubling effort on

defense, and who came together as a team at just the right

moment. In essence, every little thing we could do to help us

bridge the gap to beating a better team would have to be done.

This is true educational value. I am a teacher, I know. I couldn’t

possibly plan to teach all the beautiful things you guys learned

this year. Lots of it came from each other and the pure positive

value of playing sport to the best of your ability. This is the

lesson: you don’t have to be great. You just have to try hard.

We finished third overall. Going into the finals as the

underdog and then knocking off the second-place and first-

place teams in back-to-back games is very, very, very, no wait,

really very impressive. Believe me. What you did is very hard

to accomplish. You should be proud. In fact, when you re-read

this years from now, you are allowed to still be proud of this.

I am still wearing the pin. You might be 35 years old and

reading this, yep, I am still wearing it. I think what you did is

one of the best sports stories ever. This is exactly what we

want sports to teach. It wasn’t a miracle. We set our sights on

a goal that was just a little too high and got it done through

sheer determination. Is that gold or what?

Special thanks to Coach Elle, team captain Emily and last

but not least, best-damn-1 4-year-old-goalkeeper-in-the-world

and team captain Jo.

- Coach G.

(Front l-r) Alejandra Quintero, Madyson St-Pierre, Julia Gilpin, Jessica Tomeo,
Johanna Bosch, Emily Norris, Sarah Savoie, Lyanne Carruthers, Paulina

Chapoy, (back l-r) Coach Grenier, Andrea Tanguay, Hanah Azar, Ima Ukor, Erin

Butler, Sophie Merz, Eva Hou, Daphney Ducharme-Roy, Valentine Duguay,
Coach Langlois. Missing: Mariya Zinchenko

i
Carmen Aramoni Boue, Sophie
Blair, Regina Camarena Villa,

Chayse Carlsson, Eli Charest,

Mariana Diaz Vilchis, Charly

Gilpin, Liam Gribbon, Paulina

Guerra, Aisha LePabic, Sarah
Lessard, Deanna Pelletier,

Alexandra Place, Dinah-Marie
Sam, Clara Turcotte, Verena
Ugarte Duenas, Bliss

Wetchayanwiwat, Dian Yu,

Stacy Zamula, Yilin Zhu

Supervisors: Mr. Blair, Caitlin

Berry



(Front l-r) Eric Tang, Alex Clermont, Mohamed Gamal Hassan, Jordan Norris, Roger
Peng, Paul Miller, Jean-Samuel Couture, Martin Siu, (back l-r) Coach Standage,

Bernardo Granados Contreras, Luis Javier Ancona Arias, Eduardo Jacobo Marbez,

Alberto De La Parra Navarro, Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari, Hamad Alsuwailem,

Tudor Margarit, Jose Aparicio Casanova, Khaled Al-Muhaidib, Felix Beauchamp

This year’s junior boys soccer team bad a

frustrating season. Brimming with talent, the

players put in some admirable performances

throughout the season but unfortunately failed to

convert many of the abundance of chances that

the team created. This, combined with lapses of

concentration defensively, meant that the team's

results were considerably below their potential.

However, all this changed in the playoffs. Put up

against an extremely strong, undefeated BCS

team playing on their home turf, the Stanstead

team dug in with a gritty performance that saw

them lose a heartbreaker, deep Into 5-on-5

sudden death overtime. Congratulations are in

order for Ryan Fletcher, Paul Miller and Jordan

Morris, all of whom were integral in some of the

team's best performances.

- Coach Standage

BOYS
SOCCER

:

:

(Front l-r) Lou-Henri Scraire-Gingras, Sarah Lefort, Justine Gelinas, Tony Wu, Xavier Koontz-Miller,

Samuel De Grace, Ian Kemp, Bliss Wetchayanwiwat, (rear l-r) Coach Ross, Pierre Emond, Joseph
Harvey, Tristan Emond, Etienne Scraire, Laurent Vinet, David Zal, Campbell Wolfe, Jason Cowen,
Sasha Gapich, David Langlois Ng, Johann Encke, Coach Prevost. Missing: Kelly Foran, David

Wood-Downey, Malcolm Wood-Downey.

X-COCNTRY

RUNNING

The cross country running team was a smaller team than in

previous years. This affected our overall results and

handicapped us against teams from the larger schools.

On the girls’ side, we had three runners, all of whom earned us

points in every race. Unfortunately, all three girls - Sarah

Lefort, Kelly Foran and Justine Gelinas - will be graduating

and we will have to count on new students to fill the gap.

On the boys’ side, newcomer Sam De Grace placed second in

all of the bantam boys category races. At the junior boys level,

both Malcolm Wood-Downey and Xavier Koontz-Miller earned

points in every race they participated in. For the senior boys,

both Jason Cowen and David Zal found their way to the

podium at several of the races.

The winner of the Greenshields Trophy went to Pierre

Emond who showed incredible determination and

improvement in his running.

Special mention must also be given to David Zal who has

been a member of the running team for five years and will be

graduating this year. David has always participated with great

enthusiasm and energy as well as earning points in most

races. We wish David good luck and hope that he will continue

to run forever.

- Coach Ross



I was very optimistic at our first practice:

lots of boys and lots of talent. Little did I

know that I would lose 70% of them to the

junior program. By the second practice we

had a total of nine players. Our first couple

of games rolled around and we got

smoked! Then Yuuki Hara arrived, bringing

our team to 1 0 players - one more to go for

a full team!

As we continued to practice and play, I

could see improvement. Finally at BCS we

got our chance against a team with only

seven players. We started the game slowly,

falling to a 2-1 deficit. After “motivating”

the boys at halftime, they showed more

drive than I had seen all year and ended up

coming from behind to win. Our first

victory! Everyone was happy. Our next

game we lost by about six goals - reality

check.

The highlight of the season was the final

game. We had just come oft a crushing loss

in which it felt like we had just quit trying.

During that week’s practices, it felt like we

were actually getting worse. But after more

"motivating,” the boys came out and played

the best game of the season - passing,

talking, running. It was amazing. If only the

season had 1 0 more games. .

.

A big part of that win had to do with

leadership and team cohesion. It must have

been easy for them at that point, given all

the yelling I did on the sidelines. Pass here,

mark-up, send it through... I’m sure the

players got so annoyed with me telling

them what to do that they actually did it to

keep me quiet. It was a great way to end

the season, and I wouldn’t have it any other

way.

-Coach Bridgeman

BANTAM

BOYS
SOCCER

(Front l-r) Yuuki Hara, Benjamin Smith, Benjamin Clermont, Jean-Baptiste

Scraire-Gingras, Matthias Emond, Derius Gilpin, Liam Buck-Thompson, (rear

l-r) Coach Jackson, Maxime Bourque, Alfredo Moreno-Hayak, Andrew
Stevens, Coach Bridgeman, Missing: Devin Wang.

BANTAM

GIRLS
SOCCER
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(Front l-r) Taylor Quinn, Alissa Bissonnette, Ashley Langevin, Coralie Gauvin-

Belair, Yuan Luo, Arissa Torii, Montana Kitchen, (back l-r) Coach Smith,

Susannah Wolfe, Coach Reynolds. Missing: Mya Daigle

Of the nine girls who came out for the team,

only three had played organized soccer before.

Two practices in and off we go to the Nancy

Brown Tournament where we played four games

in one day. Scores: 10-0, 8-0, 2-0 and 5-0.

Comment from other teams: “Wow, what an

improvement in one day!”

The season went on, the girls played their

hearts out, and we got beaten game after game.

And then, finally, on a beautiful day in late

September, we made a trip to Richmond. We still

tost, but we actually scored a goal, the first of the

season. The girls screamed so loud that you could

probably hear them in Stanstead!

We kept losing games, but the games got

better. The scores got closer. We did not get

annihilated. We still did not win, but we

improved. The team that beat us 10-0 on the first

day beat us only 2-0 in our final match-up on their

home field! What did the girls do after that

game? Sang at the top of their lungs the whole

way home.

Our final game of the season was at home on a

blustery day against Richmond. For the first time

all season, we score first. We are winning 1-0!

The fans (and the girls) went wild! Richmond ties

it up on a penalty kick. It’s ok, girls. We have to

hang on and not lose this one. Seven minutes

later, the girls finish the season with a tie and a

game that will be remembered by all. You would

have thought they had won an Olympic medal . .

.

they were elated!

The comment from the Richmond coach after

the game sums it all up: “Your girls have heart,

they have spirit and they never give up.” Our

sentiments exactly. We sincerely hope that you

enjoyed the experience.

-Coach Smith and Coach Reynolds



Hector Robledo [senior s]
Danny Sylvestre

football
[major s]

Matthew Martin

Chris Savory

. - Lyanne Carruthers

Daphney Ducharme-Roy

soccer Jessica Tomeo

[junior s] Johanna Bosch

Emily Norris

Sean Scribner

Thomas Wenzel

Justin Lafleur

Andrew Norris

Joey Champigny

boys
soccer

[major s]

[senior s] Elric Boisvert

Mark Jankowski

FALL ATRETIC AS6EVELY
boys
soccer

[bantam s]

Matthias Emond

[junior s]

Jordan Norris

Paul Miller

Ryan Fletcher

W.A Ketchen Trophy for football & major s
Brian Taylor - leader, problem-solver, speed and toughness

Merle Griffin Trophy for girls soccer & major s
Anchi Numfor - dominant, imposing and most feared defender

W. Greenshields Trophy for running
Pierre Emond - positive, respectful leader

Bobby Moore Trophy for boys soccer & major s
Ryan Smith - passionate, the most versatile player on the field

girls
soccer

[bantam s]

Mya Daigle

Aiissa Bissonnette

[major s]

Catherine Quirion

Jenna MacDonald

Melina Boudreau
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inners
Andrew Stevens

and Maxime

Paulina Chapoy
and Verena Ugarte:

The energy and heat

of chips

Yuan Liu and
Lyanne Carruthers:

Heartbeat and

exercise

Bourque: What is

the fastest way to

cool a soft drink?

Samuel De Grace
and Yuuki Hara:

Which materials

make the best

conductors?

Eduardo Jacobo
Marbez and
Bernardo Granados
Contreras: How can

mirrors be used to

light a room?

ners
Susannah Wolfe:

Alternative oils and

biofuels

Ben Clermont:

Which brand of

paper towel is

strongest and most

absorbent?

grareSI.ners
Sarah Savoie and
Genevieve Quirion:

Are dogs

colourblind?
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PREFECTASSEMBLIES

LIVING IN THE MOMENT BY KELLY FORAN

At every point in our lives we can think of

something, whether it is moments away or decades

away, that we believe will make us truly happy.

However, once we actually achieve that goal or get

to that moment we often do not enjoy it the way we
should. Instead we are already moving on to

dreaming about something else. For example, when

we are young we can’t wait for high school, but

once high school comes we can’t wait for college.

When in college we can’t wait to work, but once we are working we
can’t wait to retire.

This is reality for humans; we are always waiting for “real life” to begin.

We think we will finally be happy if we lose 10 pounds, gain 10 pounds,

get into college, finish our degree, get married, get divorced, have a

child, have another, move into a new house, pay off the mortgage. The

truth is that none of these things are going to make you perfectly happy.

This is because life is a journey, not a destination.

which completely capture us and become the moments we will never

forget. Life is a journey because it is made up of hundreds of these small

flashes. Life is the people we meet, the challenges we overcome, and the

laughs we have. Life is not a destination because it does not simply start at

some point and it is always changing.

My challenge for you is to enjoy the journey. Live in the moment and

forget the future. Those things you look forward to will happen eventually,

and if they don’t at least you haven’t wasted time waiting.

I would like to finish with a quote from Alfred D Souza:

“For a long time it seemed to me that life was about to begin - real life.

But there was always some obstacle in the way, something to go through

first, some unfinished business, some time still to be served, some debt to

be paid. Then life would begin. At last it dawned on me that these

obstacles were real life.”

True happiness is in the moment. It is that instant when we forget about

the future and enjoy what we have right now. It is the littlest things

GET BACK UP BY ROSALIE ABDO
I would like to talk to you all about something

that happens to us more often than not. I’m

talking about losing a sports game, failing a test,

not getting into that school you wanted or not

getting that summer job; I’m talking about

getting knocked down.

When something bad happens, some people

choose to become sad, some choose to be

depressed or pessimistic, and simply give up and

stop trying. They stop trying, because they think that’s it. They think they

can’t change, that they can’t do better, they would never do better. They

believe they can’t get back up, dust themselves off, look up at the sun and say,

“Hello, world, I’m back!”

The problem with that is, if you don’t swing at the ball, how could you ever hit

a home run? Winston Churchill once said, “Failure is never fatal. It is courage

that counts." You need to have the courage to get back up, and start again. And
if you do not succeed the second time, get back up for a third time and try

again, and again, and again until you reach your goal. You need to have the

confidence, the optimism and the knowledge that you are trying your best, that

no matter what the outcome is, it couldn’t have been any different for you put

every single ounce of power inside you into your project, whatever it may be.

You might have completely bombed your calculus test, but you’ll get back on

your feet, study hard, and get a better mark on the next one. You might lose a

soccer game, but you and your team will get back on your feet, will train

harder than ever, and will win the next one with pride.

It is not how you fell that will be remembered, for everyone falls down once in

a while, it is HOW you got back up, and WHAT you chose to do after. Did

you give up? Or did you get up, brush yourself off and face the world with a

newfound willpower, one that told you you can do anything you want as long

as you keep trying?

Even here in Stanstead College, people get knocked down. The roof might fall

in on us, but we get right back on our feet.

REAL RICHES BY ANCHI NUMFOR
Euripides once said, “It is a good thing to

be rich, it is a good thing to be strong, but it

is a better thing to be beloved of many
friends.” There are times when I talk to my
dad and he tells me, “I’m not rich with

money, but I’m rich because of my friends

and family. . . and that’s the best kind of

riches.” Whenever he says that I always

say, “Good luck with that.”

Over time, though, I’ve realized that my
dad could actually be right. Three years ago

when my grandmother passed away, my dad and mom had to fly

to Cameroon for the burial. The cost of paying for the plane

ticket, the things needed for the funeral and everything else, all

came out to around $10,000. All my parents’ friends donated

money to them to show their condolences. In the end, my parents

ended up with $10,500; enough to pay for the burial and $500 to

give to my family in Cameroon.

I'm not saying friends will literally make you rich, but the

friends you make here will be people you remember for the rest

of your life, and the people you will always be able to go to. So

cherish the time you have here with your friends, even if it

means spending your weekends watching a countless amount of

movies, going to Subway because there’s nothing else to do or

even just sitting in the student centre laughing at inside jokes.

Because I can almost guarantee when you leave here in June you

won’t be able to have these same memories, and you will wish

for those moments with your friends.

I’m going to leave you with a quote by Martha Mason: “The

richest man in the world is not the one who still has the first

dollar he ever earned. It’s the man who still has his best friend.”
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39-32
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We had the making of a good team... tall, athletic,

keen. We never really got to use some of our height

with an early non-bball injury to Zal and reluctance

of others to step up and play big. For example, in

one game we had zero free throws in the entire

game! We also had too many games with a high

number of turnovers - some with 20 or more - and

that does not help to win games.
We played seven more games than last year and

two more tournaments. We brought back and
hosted the SIT after a long absence, and travelled

(14.5 hours through the night each way in the

middle of February) to Halifax for the inaugural CAIS
Sr. Boys’ Tournament.
MV was the class of the ETIAC league this year,

finishing 8-0, and Galt was pretty good, finishing

5-3, SC and BCS were pretty even at 3-5 and RR
was weak at 0-8. BCS got the higher seed than us

in ETIAC playoffs and Visser by having a better

point differential in the two league games. This gave

us tougher first opponents in both events. Our worst

game was at BCS when we lost and played without

discipline, earning three technical fouls in the game
and our opponent taking advantage of it. Our best

end-of-game may have been in that same game at

BCS, which was in their tournament and in front of

their whole school, when in the dying minutes of the

game, after putting ourselves behind due to earlier

lack of discipline, we came back with pressure, time-

outs, steals, and threes, only to fall to them 46-43.

We seemed to lose any close game, be way behind

some opponents (QHS for example), and way
ahead of others (RR, AA, etc.) where we blew them
out without a problem. Our bball IQ was lacking at

key times in games, and our shyness to go to the

basket and get fouled also hurt us.

At the Anderson tournament hosted by BCS, we
were 2-2 and did not make the final, but watched as

BCS went on fire and upset QHS and beat them in

front of their home crowd to win the Anderson. We
(4th) lost in our ETIAC semi to MV (1st) and that

ended our playoff hopes. Ranked 4th in the ETIAC,

we had to play SJHS in a challenge game to go to

the Visser (we used our rr result in the Anderson
where we easily defeated SJHS) and there we met

#1 ranked HSB, losing by 30, and #3 ranked MV,
losing by 20, and our season was done.

Our overall record was 10-15, including 3-5 in

regular season league play. We needed a little more
focus, consistency and determination as a team. We
needed more in-game performance and bball IQ.

We needed to make things happen as individuals

and capitalize on our team strengths. We needed to

take the ball to the hoop and get rewarded with free

throws. We needed to reduce turnovers. We needed

to put the team first and do what was required to

win. If we could have improved on a couple of these

things, it would have been a much more productive

season. Thanks to Justin for the stats work.

Finally, I would like to thank everyone for their

effort, as it was a long season with some ups and

downs. Best wishes to the graduating players.

- Coach Simard

(L-r) Claude Charest, Julien Charest, Chris Savory, Roger Peng, Campbell Wolfe, Sean Fry, Max Daniel

David Zal, Sean Scribner, Jethro Chang, Rory Butier, Spencer De La Bruere, Jason Lee, Justin Wong,

Coach Simard



(L-r) Coach Van Dyke, Noemie Abdo, Chelsy Martin, Jessica Tomeo, Anchi Numfor, Julia Gilpin,

Sophie Merz, Moumena Ali, Dian Yu, Alexis Tanguay, Chloe Sorella

This past season was one of the most
enjoyable of my 19-year career, and here’s why.

First of all we made some great basketball

memories... Chelsy’s game-clinching three vs

BCS at home... beating ECS’s twin towers in

Mtl to qualify us for the Top 4... the victory over

BCS in their house to clinch the Bailly finalist

banner... our best half of the year at the

Provincials vs powerhouse QHS (up 18-10 at

the half)... and of course Julia’s free throws and

Anchi’s once-in-a-lifetime buzzer-beater vs MVR
(just like “One Tree Hill!”). Great, great stuff.

But there was more than that. Much more.

For instance, this team NEVER gave up in a

game, no matter the score or situation.

Remember the Spartan 6 at our own SIT?

There's the fact that the players actually

CARED, and WANTED to come to practices to

improve. Coaches die for that attitude. Jess

declared one Monday after school, “If I’m having

a bad day, practice makes it better.” I will always

remember that.

There was the plethora of leadership on this

team, not just Chelsy and Anchi, but Chloe and
Jess too.

There’s how much this team made me laugh.

Alexis’ comments, Anchi’s arrogance, Chloe’s

randomness, Noemie being Noemie, Dian’s

Bambi layups. I’m tellin ya, these girls gave me
five months’ worth of belly-laughs.

There was the unmatched competitiveness of

this group of athletes. As Galt’s coach said after

beating us by 20, “You guys are the hardest

working team we’ve played against.” Jess

diving, no, swimming on the floor, Chelsy’s

bloody nose(s), Chioe running off the court to

vomit, then running back on. We were often less

talented than our opponents, and always

shorter, but we NEVER got outworked.

But most importantly, the reason I coach at all

now, is hopefully my teams can look back and
say they had a positive experience. Ideally, I

want them to BOND through athletics. And this

year's group could not have BONDED any
better... sitting in the corner of the gym with

Sophie the day before she returned to Germany,
gifts for everyone... singing on the bus,

Noemie's freestyle... jam sesh, driving down to

Provincials... making team sweatshirts... H.S.

problems at Dartmouth with Hawaiian leis... and
of course the season-ending sieepover in the

gym with pizza, Taboo and Coach Carter.

The way you played, how hard you played,

made me proud to be your coach.

But the way you bonded with each other, the

memories you made, made me proud just to be
in the coaching profession. THANK YOU ALL.
- Coach Van Dyke

Senior dirtsBasketball

By

Dian

Yu
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At the beginning of every year, coaches begin

with drills to evaluate the level of skills their

players have. After about five minutes, we split our

squad into two parts: those who can put in a layup

and those who cannot. With the help of Coach
Wolfe, we were able to get 80% of the team not

only running with the ball, but finishing the layup.

Throughout the season, our boys learned how to

create opportunities: run the floor, screen cuts to

the bucket, the open three... we certainly had our

chances. The one challenge we had was finishing.

I can remember one game, where we opened

with seven open breakaways and didn’t convert on

any of them... not one! We ended losing the game
by one point. Although the fellow who had the ball

at the end of the game and missed the Cinderella

shot feels badly, the score could have been much
different if we had only converted the easy ones at

the beginning of the game to go up by 14 points!

I am pleased with the work ethic, effort and skill

this team developed throughout the season. Well

done, boys. - Coach Blair

(L-r) Bernardo Grandos, Martin Siu, Jean-Samuel Couture, Ray
LePabic, Paul Miller, Alberto De La Parra, Alexandre Clermont,

Eduardo Jacobo, Eric Tang, Lou-Henri Scraire-Gingras, Alex

Cooper, Xavier Koontz-Miller, Coach Blair

Juwc&r Claris* I

(L-r) Miko Hao, Andrea Tanguay, Constanza Rojas, Lyanne
Carruthers, Dinah-Marie Sam, Charly Gilpin, Madyson St-Pierre, Yuan
Liu, Erin Butler, Mariya Zinchenko, Coach Gallant



(L-r) Andrew Stevens, Jean-Baptiste Scraire-Gingras,

Benjamin Smith, Matthias Emond, Benjamin Clermont, Alfredo

Moreno-Hayak, Coach Elliott. Missing: Yuuki Hara, Mr. Lock
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At Stanstead College our bantam teams often suffer because
we are a small boarding school up against big regional schools.

But when the team showed up on the first day of the season, I

felt so glad that we got to keep every one of them.

Allow me to introduce them:

First there was Yuuki. The first time he saw one of his

teammates dribbling he screamed “handball,” grabbed the ball

out of the guys hand and slammed it on the ground. However,

he adapted very quickly to basketball and developed an

impressive layup.

Then there was Ben Smith. While Ben is not a big guy, he is

composed almost entirely of muscle. The kid can jump higher

and run faster than any other bantam aged player I saw this

season. He is an excellent basketball player and athlete.

Let’s not forget Andrew who got a concussion halfway through

the season. One day when he was all alone in the gym he slam-

dunked, but unfortunately he kind of slipped off the net and -

bang - fell onto the floor. It was the only time he dunked this

season, and I am very sorry there was no one around to see it.

Matt was our big man, the glue of the team. Everyone was a

little uneasy when he sat on the bench, which happened about

once.

Then there was Fredo. If you want to know the secret to

improving your game at an almost super human rate - hot

sauce. Hot sauce on everything - subs, chips, cookies!

Then of course there was Ben Clermont - Big Ben, who
towards the end of the season was starting to become a real

concern for our competition - he’s growing quickly in height and
talent.

The most important lesson they taught me was how to find

motivation in fun. Every day I would try to imagine drills that

could hone their skills, and every day I learned that these boys

just wanted to play - and this was how they got better, much
better!

I hope all seven boys feel good about the improvements they

made as players and as a team. I hope they will remember the

winning we did on the sideline - the jokes, the fun, the bliss of

competitive sports. I hope they keep feeling the love of

basketball; because that is a gift in itself. - Coach Elliot

This year’s bantam girls had some very high

high’s - and some very low low’s! One thing we
had all the time was enthusiasm! What started

with basic instructions ("put the orange thing in

the orange thing") wound up being a group of

girls who could dribble, pass, weave, shoot and
even run a few plays here and there (when we
remembered!).

The highlights of the year were certainly the

road trips, making new friends in Montreal,

watching the BU basketball games and birthday

party sing-alongs! While we might not have lit up

the league in terms of wins, we did manage to

improve at every chance. Each of you was
challenged - by each other, by me and by your

opposition. And, best of all, you never gave up!

Along the way, you gathered friendships and

became closer to each other, which is, I think,

perhaps the most important thing you can take

away from the season. As for the basketball, just

keep getting better. There is still a lotto learn!

- Coach Hessian
(Front) Susannah Wolfe, (rear l-r) Coach Hessian, Taylor Quinn, Montana
Kitchen, Ashley Langevin, Coralie Gauvin-Belair, Yuan Luo, Arissa Torii,

Mya Daigle. Missing: Camila Reynoso



The 2011-2012 team possessed
incredible talent, depth and was a real

a pleasure to coach. We competed
hard in virtually every game, finishing

the season with a 39-18-6 record. Our
Midwest Prep League play concluded

with a 7-2-4 record. We finished third in

a very close Northeast Division and
only two points out of first place.

Our season highlights were
numerous but perhaps the most
memorable moment was earning a

berth in the MacPherson Tournament
final at St. Andrew’s College and then

defeating Upper Canada College 2-1 in

double-overtime to win the tournament

for the first time. We also made it back

to the Stanstead Invitational and
Northwood School Tourney finals for

the second consecutive years before

losing both championship games.
Moreover, the boys battled hard in the

MPHL playoff weekend, defeating

Gilmour Academy 5-3 in the quarter-

finals, only to lose 3-2 to Lake Forest

Academy in the semi-finals in overtime.

However, the team bounced back and
defeated Edge School 6-4 the very

next day to win the consolation final. All

in all, we enjoyed another tremendous
season, winning 39 games and
attracting numerous scouts from all

levels throughout the year.

I want to congratulate all team
members on a great season and
especially to all seniors moving on to

college and junior hockey: Kevin

Millejours (Smiths Falls Bears),

Matthew Martin, Brian Taylor and Billy

Cooper (Kemptville 73’s and Carleton /

University of Ottawa), Joey Champigny
and Cameron Watt (Kingston

Voyageurs and Queen’s University),

Justin Charbonneau and Justin Lafleur

(Ottawa Jr. Sens and University of

Ottawa), Carl St-Jean and Elric

Boisvert (St. Mary’s).

Congratulations go to senior Mark
Jankowski for finishing the season as

our leading scorer with 53 goals, 40
assists and 93 points. Mark earned a

scholarship to play Dl Hockey at

Providence College in Rhode Island

before getting drafted in the first round

by the Dubuque Fighting Saints of the

United States Hockey League. He also

turned many heads on June 22 when
he was drafted 21st overall in the 1st

round of the NHL draft by the Calgary

Flames. It goes without saying that this

was a monumental achievement and
wonderful news for Mark and
Stanstead College Hockey.
Special thanks go out to everyone

involved in making our season such a

success, but most importantly to Coach
Robinson for joining our team this year.

You have become a good friend and it

was a pleasure to work with you. I

encourage every senior to work hard in

order to make your dreams a reality.

You will be missed and will always be

Spartans. I also look forward to

welcoming the underclassmen again

for another year and building new
memories starting next fall.

Go well lads and remember that

anything worthwhile comes with much
effort and sacrifice.

- Coach Rioux

(Front l-r) Rhys Davies, Billy Cooper, Elric Boisvert, Justin Lafleur, Brian Taylor, Mark Jankowski, Joey Champigny,
Justin Charbonneau, Kevin Millejours, Carl St.Jean, Shawn Oueltet, (Back l-r) Coach Rioux, Cameron Watt, Jason

Brochu, Nicolas Beaudin, Conor Rankin, Dallas Blacksmith, Matthew Martin, Landon Gareau, Lucas Zwaagstra, Hunter

Lively, Spencer Martin, Ryan Smith, Coach Robinson. Missing: Danny Sylvestre
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We had an amazing season this

year, winning both the Appleby

Tournament and the NAHA
tournament and coming close in a few

more. It was also very special to host

the NAPHA playoffs so that parents

and friends could watch some of our

games.

One of the highlights was playing in

the NAHA Invitational. It was a great

weekend. The girls showed tons of

resilience. Three out of the four games
we had to claw our way back. We won
against Ottawa in a shootout, with

Catherine Quirion scoring the winner

and goalie Tiffany Hsu shutting the

door. Our final game against OHA
sent us into a three-minute 3-on-3

overtime. With 21 seconds left on the

clock Sarah Lefort shoots, rebound

goes to Melina Boudreau and the rest

is history. I’m not going to lie, though;

it almost gave me an ulcer. I think next

year we’ll have to change our strategy.

It would be much easier on Mr. Ross,

the parents and me to just take the

lead early on and win by 5 or 6

goals...

My second highlight was an

exhibition game against Vermont

Academy and the first game that I had

control of the bench. It wasn’t the fact

that we won that made me excited. It

was the desire and determination

shown by some of our youngest

players. I had girls like Genevieve

Quirion taking the puck end to end

and Alyssa Bissonnette hammering

one-timers on Vermont’s goaltender. It

was incredible to watch. The
development these girls had over the

season was amazing. I’m extremely

happy to be a part of it.

Including our March break road trip

to California, we finished the season

off with a record of 35-2-1 5, a very

respectable record which could not

have been accomplished without the

leadership of some of the veteran

players like Hailey Nadeau, whose

been a at Stanstead for five years,

and Sarah Lefort and Kelly Foran who
have both been here for three years.

These girls were great role models to

some of the younger girls on the team.

- Coach Bridgeman

(Front l-r) Kelly Foran, Olivia McGuigan, Justine Gelinas, Catherine Quirion, Sarah Lefort, Hailey Nadeau, Abigale

Vanluvender, Meghan Martin, Tiffany Hsu, (rear l-r) Coach Bridgeman, Melina Boudreau, Alisha Foxall, Genevieve

, Daphney Ducharme-Roy, Jenna MacDonald, Alissa Bissonette, Coach Hutchinson, Coac
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(Front l-r) Vicky Liu, Anastasia Zamula, Ima Ukor, Clara Turcotte, Elisabeth Charest, Sarah Lessard, Eva
Hou, Tina Wang, Yi Lin Zhu, Valentine Duguay, (rear l-r) Coach Williams, Chayse Carlsson, Khaled Al

Muhaidib, Darcy Fernando Hector Robledo, Jacob Borsari, Zhouying Duan, Luke Moffat, Ken Ye, Pierre

Emond, Ryan Fletcher, Tom Boulanger, Jose Aparicio, Johann Encke, Yuri Fernando, Tom Archer, Coach
Prevost. Missing: David Langlois Ng, Deanna Pelletier

This year we saw a large number with a total of

28 students on the squash team. Everyone had
a simply wonderful time. We played BCS and
went to Montreal to play against Selwyn House
school as well. There were new photos and
frames to decorate our walls this year with the

last 20 years of the history of the squash league.

It is truly the quality of the students that made it

such a rewarding season. Special

congratulations go to Yuri Fernando and Ely

Charest for winning the squash trophies. Here is

a small excerpt from this year's squash poem!
THESE PLAYERS WERE TERRIFIC
IT WAS FANTASTIC TO SEE
THEM SCRATCH, CRAWL AND CLIMB
UP THE BIG LEARNING TREE
WE WERE PLEASED AS PLUM PUDDING
AND MAKE NO MISTAKE
IT WAS AN HONOUR TO COACH YOU,
BECAUSE YOU. ..YOU WERE GREAT

l

- Coach Williams

I started this season with the

determination not to take

swimming too seriously, but as

my nature is to take everything

seriously, that determination

didn't last very long. I worked
my swimmers this season as
hard as I do my English

students, and imagine, some of

them had me for both!

These swimmers really

impressed me, though. We had
to travel a considerable distance

each day just to get to the pool,

but no one complained. The
water was cold, really cold, but

not one student switched to a

different sport. When we went to

our meets, the water by

comparison felt too warm and

was over-heating, but everyone

still did their races. We had to

suffer through border crossings

every day, and, while we did

complain, no one did it while we
were there or said anything

stupid in front of the guards, so

we never got into any trouble!

Mr. Planetta and I were
blessed with a group of

hardworking and dedicated

swimmers and we really enjoyed

working with you all!

- Coach Andres

(Front l-r) Jone Muller, Regina Moreno, Paulina Chapoy, Verena Ugarte, Alejandra

Quintero, Judy Chen, (middle l-r) Malcolm Wood-Downey, Bob Chen, Luis Javier

Ancona, Carmen Aramoni, Rosalie Abdo, Hanah Azar, Jacqueline Zhang, Crystal Yin,

(rear l-r) Coach Andres, Tudor Margarit, Abraham Bonilla, Radu Margarit, Daniel Lee,

Mariana Diaz, Regina Camarena, Paulina Guerra, Paulette Mendez, Coach Planetta.

Missing: Marco Siu, Tristan Emond, Mohammad Gamal Hassan
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(Front l-r) Emily Norris, Maxime Bourque, Liam Buck-Thompson, Jordan Buck-Thompson, Jason Cowen,
Andrew Norris, Ryan Smith, Thomas Wenzel, Jordan Norris, Kyle Hume, Rhys Davies, (middle l-r) Coach
Chandler, Coach Berry, Sebastien Bleau, Alexis Routhier, Laurent Vinet, Daniel Van Welie, Nikolaus Pinger,

Jakob Goettke, Derius Gilpin, Liam Gribbon, Coach Corcoran, (back l-r) Thomas Hayden-Lefebvre, Christof

Goettke, Devin Wang. Missing: Coach Vickers-Willis
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(Front l-r) Karen Bedard-Lothrop, Jack Simmons, Cornelius Torkuhl,

Sasha Gapich, Tony Wu, Aisha Lepabic, Mr. Jackson, Alex Place, (rear l-r)

Lei Wang, Eric Shi, Ian Kemp, Coach Wilkinson, Coach Beaupre, Etienne

Scraire, Coach Hennequart, Joseph Harvey, Christopher Blair, David

Wood-Downey, Hamad Alsuwailem, Bliss Wetchayanwiwat. Missing:

Johanna Bosch, Anthony Pasquale, Samuel De Grace, Patrice Loranger

While the year was, without question, a success

from a statistical standpoint, the true success of

the year transcends wins and losses and
emerges from the character displayed by these

individuals throughout the season. And while

there are numerous examples from the season,

I’d like to briefly recount one specific moment -

the highlight of my coaching career.

It’s strange to consider a tournament where the

team did not win the championship, but the

character, pride, and heart that the team
displayed is what makes the tournament special.

The JV hockey team travelled to Deerfield, MA
to participate in the annual Eaglebrooke

Tournament, a tournament the team won two

short years ago. We entered the tournament with

our shortest bench of the season, due to injuries

to several key players. Then, in the first game,
the team lost Jordan Norris to injury, his third

consecutive injury at this tournament. So, what

made this tournament so special? The answer to

this lies in the team performance in the semi-final

game.
The team entered the game playing with three

defencemen and three starting forwards, as well

as a second line consisting of a Grade 7, a
Grade 8 and a rotation of three players who were
beginning to learn the game. Add the fact that all

three defencemen and two forwards were playing

injured, two forwards were sick, and one was
exhausted from playing several club-team

tournament games prior to the weekend and it’s

easy to see that the odds were stacked against

us. In some cases, teams, and individuals, would
simply just give in, and let the inevitable happen.

However, that wasn’t the case in this game. The
team played their hearts out and put everything

on the line, playing as if the game was their last.

The veteran players played as they should and,

answered the call. You know something special

is happening when a Grade 7, the smallest kid in

the tournament, playing with a taped hand and a

painful back, gets hammered along the boards

but doesn’t miss a shift. It’s the heart and

character we display when things are tough that

game. The game was back and forth and, after

three periods, entered overtime - a team already

hurt, sick, and exhausted, needed to gut it out for

yet another period. After several opportunities,

the puck found its way onto Kyle’s stick and, with

two defencemen hanging off him, he skated half

the ice (the slowest breakaway ever) and put the

puck in the back of the net.

We won the game but, that’s not what really

mattered. What really mattered is that, when
faced with a difficult and tough situation, the

team responded with pride, heart, and
determination - a true Spartan response.

Essentially, the team is like this little toy bird, no
matter how many times you knock it down, it will

always get back up.

- Coach Corcoran

With much anticipation and preparation, the cross

country ski season began as it usually does, with

walking. Usually we will see the weather change
within a week of sports to snow-covered streets

and blistering cold - not this year. We were
walking most of the term, though slipping and
sliding on ice-covered fields as well. Finally, in

late February, we were able to ski. Though we
did not have a great year weather-wise, the

skiers progressed at a rapid pace and gained

valuable experience.

- Coach Wilkinson



[junior S]
• Hanar Azar • Paulina Chapoy [senior S] • Jenna MacDonald
• Malcolm Wood-Downey

[top players]
• Elisabeth Charest

1 • Yuri Fernando

MVP Trophy for Girls
Hockey & major s
Sarah Lefort - Fierce

competitor, great scoring touch

Dr. E. C. Amaron [juniors] » Sebastien Bleau

Trophy » Jordan Buck-Thompson

Mark Jankowski - Anchi Numfor - High IQ, great leader,

Top points-earner absurd skills

VI 19 VCIVVM y o Kyle Hume

[seniors] • Paulina Guerra

• Rosalie Abdo
[bantam S] • Maxime Bourque

JU
[bantam s]

* Andrew Stevens

WINTERT"ATHLETIC TTTJ

[senior s]
• Kevin Millejours • Justin Lafleur

• Brian Taylor

• Ray LePabic

• Paul Miller

• Alberto De La

Parra

• Justin Charbonneau • Judy Chen
re • Shawn Ouellet

Chris Savory

Sean Fry
[senior s]

• Chelsy Martin

• Chloe Sorella
[seniors]

[bantam s] • Erin Butler

• Lyanne Carruthers

• Campbell Wolfe

• Max Daniel

• Suzannah Wolfe

• Mya Daigle
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for

Life

Grade 11® Ottawa
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Silent Auction prizes
-VIP parking spot

-Private concert by Cam Watt

-Skip Assembly

-Outdoor study

-Ice cream date in Coaticook

-Dinner for two at Ms. Hessian’s house

-Late sign in

-Car wash by Billy, Rhys, Landon,

Hunter, Mark, Lucas

-Buy House Points

-Permission to wear flip-flops for a day

-Free dress day

-Batch of cookies by Ms. Gallant

-Room inspection pass

-Free dress day for the whole house

-Sleep in

-Weekday town sign-out (junior school)

-Hoagies pizza party

-Movie trip to Galaxy

-Mr. Ross’s fudge

-Shave Mr. Wells’ hair. Starting bid $50

-Pay for someone to be serenaded

-Wake up the house of your choice

-Mrs. Wolfe’s surprise

National Gallery

Canadian War Museum

Diefenbunker

University of Ottawa

Parliament

Rideau Hall

Prime Minister’s Residence

Rideau Canal
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Softball



All-Campus

-

June



Divided into groups, the Spic-and-

Span Spartans made their way to

various points in town, including the

bike trail, the Colby-Curtis Museum,

Hackett Park, the town tennis courts

and ball park, Ecole Jardin-des-

Frontieres, Stevens Orchard, Jomac,

Lee Farm, area seniors homes and

the College grounds itself.

Cbmmunjty

Service

Clean-up



Junior

Camping

Trip



Variety Show



(Front l-r) Christopher Blair, Jason Cowen, Chris Savory, Hector Robledo, Tom Wenzel, Brian

Taylor, Sean Scribner, Malcolm Wood-Downey, Anthony Pasquale, (middle l-r) Coach Grenier,

Pisit Wetchayanwiwat, Kyle Hume, Alex Von Wedel, Justin Wong, Hamad Alsuwailem, Sean

Fry, Jordan Buck-Thompson, Claude Charest, Cornelius Torkuhl, Marco Siu, John Anderson,

Coach Robinson, (rear l-r) Chayse Carlsson, Jose Aparicio, Liam Gribbon, Jakob Goettke,

Carl Cremer, Roger Peng, Abdel LePabic, Yuri Fernando, Tony Wu. Misshing: Pierre Emond,

Radu Margarit

SENIOR

RUGBY

Let me reiterate the message from my
athletic assembly speech. The plaque on

the Statue of Liberty reads: “Give me your

tired, your poor, your huddled masses...”

and the reverend Jesse Jackson spoke of the

“need to build a nation from the manger up

and not the mansion down.”

The message, in my opinion, is this: you

need to build a nation with empathy for those

who are less fortunate than you. My point in

tying it to the game of rugby was this: you

have to build a rugby team the same way.

The returning players who know the game

have to teach it to the rookies in a positive

way. We have to give the newcomers to our

shores some hope!

No matter if you win or lose or how many

playing minutes you get, the goal of being on

a team is to feel like you are part of

something important that makes you feel

good. So, the question is, who makes you feel

that way? Answer: the veteran players. It’s

their job to set the example of solid work ethic

and creating a positive team environment for

the rookies at all times. This is not easy to do

but it’s an important job -- the most

important, when you really think about it, and

I can assure you that I have really thought

about it.

We started the season with an incredible 20

minutes against Ashbury, our very first game

at the CAIS national rugby tourney. We ended

up losing every game at CAIS and lost our first

league game against BCS. We beat Massey-

Vanier twice en route to our greatest game of

the season: a last-second 8-5 win over BCS in

our second league game. We won the RSEQ

7s tourney. We were the best team out of 10

teams. We lost the final for the league

championship to BCS. We had a fairly

tumultuous season, you could say. We had

lots of ups and downs in terms of gameplay

but the consistent factor throughout the

season was this: we had great practices and

guys who played for each other. All 31 guys

worked hard and supported each other.

Whether guys return next year or graduate,

the lesson they have learned from this season

is incredibly valuable to me as a coach and

teacher. The game goes beyond the field of

practice. It is a metaphor for life.

I want to thank the seven award winners

(you know who you are), Captain Tommy
Wenzel, and Chris Savory the team MVP, for

their dedication this year. I definitely want to

thank all 31 of you for

building a solid rugby

nation. I think you get

the point, now you can

teach it to others.

- Coach G.



(Front l-r): Jessica Tomeo, Tiffany Hsu, Julia Gilpin, Kelly Foran, Anchi Numfor, Chelsy Martin,

Rosalie Abdo, Catherine Quirion, Emily Norris, Sophie Blair, (middle l-r) Coach Hessian,

Hanah Azar, Carmen Aramoni, Paulette Mendez, Mariana Diaz, Alex Oates, Celia Bormouth,

Alisha Foxall, Chloe Sorella, Coach May (rear l-r) Alejandra Quintero, Paulina Chapoy,
Genevieve Quirion, Jacqueline Zhang, Noemie Abdo, Aisha LePabic. Missing: Valentine

Duguay

Though our season was short, the

lessons learned were long. We learned

that success is not something that you

can will to happen, it must be worked

towards over the course of an entire

season. Though we lost in the playoff

championship to a more experienced

BCS squad, we certainly did not go

down without a fight. Despite injury,

frustration and exhaustion, you were all

fearless, committed to your team and to

the team's success. We hope that you

will remember this season as one where

you pushed yourself to your limits and

then, a few steps further, developing

confidence in your abilities and trust in

one another. Here's hoping you are ready

to go forward with confidence and tackle

every challenge that comes your way.

Tackles, tackles, tackles.

- Coach Hessian

SENIOR



(Front l-r) Andrea Tanguay, Lyanne Carruthers, Miko Hao, Susannah Wolfe, Johanna Bosch,

Sarah Savoie, Madyson St-Pierre, Dinah-Marie Sam, Jone Muller, Erin Butler, (rear l-r) Coach
Jackson, Montana Kitchen, Ashley Langevin, Coralie Gauvin-Belair, Deanna Pelletier, Verena

Ugartae, Mya Daigle, Coach Gallant

BANTAM
JUNIOR

(Front l-r) Khaled Al Muhaidib, Eduardo Jacobo, Alberto De La Parra, Liam Buck-Thompson,
Jordan Norris, Matthias Emond, Sebastien Bleau, Abraham Bonilla, Bernardo Granados,
Javier Ancona, (rear l-r) Coach Standage, Martin Siu, Thomas Hayden-Lefebvre, Eric Tang,

Jacob Borsari, Christof Goettke, Lou-Henri Scraire-Gingras, Xavier Koontz-Miller, Coach
Wells. Missing: Alex Cooper

BANTAM



This was a

fantastic season for

Stanstead Tennisi We had the

wonderful help of Alison Hennequart and Tim

Vickers, our gap student. We also had the use

of a newly finished town court which allowed

us to include 28 players on the team.

The season started in Montreal where we

came second in a highly competitive

environment at the Selwyn House

Tournament. We then played BCS, Galt and

Massey-Vanier and did extremely well all

season. We finally placed first at the ETIAC

championship for the second year in a row.

Stanstead was a force to be reckoned with this

year and I am proud of both the students’

skills and their attitude. Some players were

so keen they came to practice at six in the

morning and many remained after practice to

continue playing. It was clear they were

passionate about tennis.

Congratulations to Elric Boisvert, Mohamed

Hassan, Regina Camarena and Regina

Moreno for winning Senior “S" awards.

Congratulations to Joey Champigny, Melina

Boudreau and Justin Lafieur for winning Major

S awards. The shield winners this year were

Joey Champigny in a very close match against

Justin Lafieur and Melina Boudreau in the

girls category.

SO THIS JUSTICE LEAGUE AT STANSTEAD

IS NO CARDBOARD CARTOON

I HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL PLAY

TENNIS REAL SOON

IN MY VIEW YOU ARE ALL HEROES

WITH UNIQUE POWERS AND SKILLS

WATCHING YOU PLAY

WAS THE GREATEST OF THRILLS

AND MISS YOU I WILL

BUT I WISH YOU ALL WELL

AS I KNOW YOU’LL SUCCEED

IT’S SO EASY TO TELL

- Coach Williams

(Front l-r) Coach Hennequart, Regina Moreno, Mariya Zinchenko, Moumena Hussein AM, Stacey Zamula, Hailey

Nadeau, Paulina Guerra, Sarah Lefort, Regina Camarena, Maude Theberge, Elisabeth Charest, Justine Gelinas, Clara

Turcotte, Melina Boudreau, Samuel DeGrace, (rear l-r) Coach Vickers-Willis, Cameron Watt, Jason Brochu, Nicolas

Beaudin, Justin Lafieur, Danny Sylvestre, Laurent Vinet, David Zal, Max Daniel, Elric Boisvert,

Justin Charbonneau, Joey Champigny, Mohamed Gamal Hassan, Ben Smith, Coach Williams.

Missing: Alexis Tanguay



SOFTBALL
Landon Gareau (captain)

Ima Ukor (co-captain)

Andrew Stevens
Spencer De La Brueure
Patrice Loranger

Tina Wang
Charly Gilpin

Judy Chen
Campbell Wolfe

Hunter Lively (captain)

Daphney Ducharme-Roy
(co-captain)

Alissa Bissonnette
Meghan Martin

Rory Butler

Daniel Lee
Andrew Norris

Mark Jankowski
Ken Ye
Ian Kemp

Alex Place (captain)

Alexis Routhier (co-captain)

Devin Wang
David Wood-Downey
Constanza Rojas
Vicky Liu

Abigale Vanluvender
Carl St-Jean

Tom Boulanger

Spencer Martin (captain)

Yuuki Hara (co-captain)

Derius Gilpin ^
Julien Charest
Alex Clermont
Crystal Yin

Tudor Margarit

Yilin Zhu
Darcy Fernando

Jethro Chang (captain)

Ryan Fletcher (co-captain)

Jason Lee
J.S. Couture
David Langlois

Eva Hou
Rhys Davies

Zhouying Duan
Sasha Gapich

Etienne Scraire (captain)

Paul Miller (co-captain)

Ben Clermont
Yuan Liu

Tristan Emond
Bob Chen
Joseph Harvey
Kevin Millejours

Karen Lothrop

Lei Wang

(Front l-r) Jenna MacDonald, Dian Yu, Shawn Ouellet, Maxime Bourque, (rear l-r) Lucas
Zwaagstra, Eric Shi, Conor Rankin, Matthew Martin, Billy Cooper, Frederic Aube, Ryan Smith

Coach Smith. Missing: Alfredo Moreno Hayak



girls
rugby
[major s]

boys
rugby

[major s]

tennis
[major s]

Catherine

Quirion

i Joey Justin Lafleur

Champigny

- Major S & Donald Ross Trophy: Christopher Savory

- natural talent, sense of fun, "sick" tackles

Major S & Roger Marino Cup : Chelsy Martin

- leadership, self-sacrifice, never-say-die attitude

girls
rugby
[junior s]

SP|1|G
ATHLETIC
ASSEMBLY

softball

B Top: Bluejays

captains Hunter

Lively and Daphney

Ducharme-Roy

n Bottom: MVPs

Daphney Ducharme-

Roy and Julien

Charest

Tennis Shield co-winners

all-campus
East Captains

Ben Smith

Chris Savory

Hailey Nadeau

Madyson St-Pierre

Melina

Boudreau

[senior s]

ta Ryan Smith (Philip Shield winner)

B Lucas Zwaagstra

j Billy Cooper

girls
rugby
[senior s]

iiAnchi Numfor

g Kelly Foran

a Rosalie Abdo

a Thomas a Brian Taylor

Wenzel

Sebastien Bleau

Jordan Norris

Alberto De La Para

Matthias Emond

Christof Goettke

Madyson St-Pierre

Johanna Bosch

boys
rugby
[junior s]

tennis
[senior s]

Mohamed Gamal Hassan

Jason Brochu

Elric Boisvert

Regina Moreno

Regina Camarena

boys
rugby
[senior s]

Sean Scribner

* Malcolm Wood-Downey

John Anderson
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Sean Scribner receives

the Technology Prize

from Peter Daniel ('54)
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Ms, Campbell yuhs It up with

Claude Charest, winner of

the King Constantine Medal \
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Everest Award winner

Cornelius Torhuhl and

trustee Andrew Davies
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Male Junior athlete of tfie year
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2012 ACADEMIC PRIZES
i

Grade 7

English Samuel De Grace

Geography Samuel De Grace

History Samuel De Grace

Mathematics Samuel De Grace

Music Mya Daigle

Science & Technology Samuel De Grace

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais Samuel De Grace

Grade 8
Amaron Prize for French

Art

English

Geography

History

Mathematics

Music

Science & Technology

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais

Regina Camarena Villa

Susannah Wolfe

.... Benjamin Clermont

.... Benjamin Clermont

Susannah Wolfe

.... Benjamin Clermont

Susannah Wolfe

.... Benjamin Clermont

.... Benjamin Clermont

Grade 9
Amaron Prize for French Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Art Lyanne Carruthers

English Xavier Koontz-Miller

History Verena Ugarte Duenas

Mathematics Yuan Liu

Music Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Science Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais Sarah Savoie

Technology Verena Ugarte Duenas

Grade 11

A. Mackenzie Prize for English Landon Gareau

Amaron Prize for French Conor Rankin

Art Miaokang (Tony) Wu
Biology Dian Yu

Chemistry Tiffany Hsu

J. Brian Clarke Economics Prize Liam Gribbon

J.D. Fergusson History Prize Joseph Harvey

Mathematics Tiffany Hsu

Physics Tiffany Hsu

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais Joseph Harvey

Grade 12
Art Rosalie Abdo

Biology Kelly Foran

Chemistry Kelly Foran

Comparative Politics Laurent Vinet

Economics Christopher Savory

English Kelly Foran

Environmental Studies Chloe Sorella

Human Geography Karen Bedard-Lothrop

Mathematics Kelly Foran

Philosophy Darcy Fernando

Physics Kelly Foran

Psychology Chloe Sorella

Sociology Chloe Sorella

Junior School Prize

Improvement in French

Second Language Julia Gilpin

Grade 10 Senior School Prize

A. Mackenzie Prize for English Alisha Foxall John Wells Improvement In French

Amaron Prize for French Wen (Jacqueline) Zhang Second Language Rory Butler

Art Mariya Zinchenko

Drama JulienCharest

EcoChem Alisha Foxall

Historical Society Prize Malcolm Wood-Downey

Mathematics Alisha Foxall

Music Zhi Yuan (Vicky) Liu

Physics Alisha Foxall

Physics and Chemistry Tudor Margarit

Science & Technology Wen (Jacqueline) Zhang

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais Melina Boudreau



2012 SPECIAL PRIZES

The Donald McG. Hackett Prize for Creativity Rosalie Abdo

The Thespian Shield for Acting Cameron David Watt

The Director’s Award in Theatre Arts Joey Champigny

The Music Prize (for contribution to music in the school) Xavier Koontz Miller

The ChoirAward Rosalie Abdo

The Jazz Band Award Vicky Liu

The Yearbook Award Pisit (Bliss) Wetchayanwiwat

The Technology Prize Sean Scribner

The Kathleen Harper Junior Public Speaking Prize Thomas Hayden-Lefebvre

The Junior Debating Award Xavier Koontz-Miiler

The John T. HackettTrophy for Senior Debating Malcolm Wood-Downey

The Rotary Club Service Award (for service above self in the school community) Liam Gribbon

The King Constantine Medal (for commitment to Round Square ideals) Claude Charest

The Alumni Bursary Award (to a deserving Grade 11 student going into Grade 12) ClaraTurcotte

The Trustees Scholarship Tzu Ting (Tiffany) Hsu

The Gordon Usher-Jones Memorial Prize (to the Grade 12 student who has attended Stanstead College for one

year and who has made an exceptional contribution through involvement in all aspects of school life) Cameron Watt & Matthew Martin

The Everest Award (Awarded to a Grade 1 2 student who has overcome challenges and shown significant improvement) Cornelius Torkuhl

The Billy Huckins Memorial Scholarship (for dedication, hard work, achievement and above all courage) Jean-Baptiste Scraire

The Raymond Lester Memorial Award (to the student who has most benefited from being at the school) David Zal

The Banting Bursary Award (to a returning local studentfor academic achievement) Benjamin Clermont

The Kenneth Reed Memorial Award (to a local junior student returning to school) Jacob Hochstrasser Borsari

The Leonard McGilton Memorial Award (to a local senior student returning to school) Rory Butler

The Eric T. Webster Award (to a deserving returning student) Shawn Ouellet

The A.P. Gordon Prize for Science Tzu Ting (Tiffany) Hsu

The McGill Science Medal Award Tzu Ting (Tiffany) Hsu

The Spofforth Trophy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics Kelly Foran

The Arthur E. Curtis Jr. Award (to the top student entering an Engineering program) Etienne Scraire

The Ralph V. Merry Scholarship (to the top student entering a Humanities program) Conor Rankin

House Director’s Award:

Bugbee House Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Colby House Dinah-Marie Sam

Davis House Thomas Wenzel

Webster House Rosalie Abdo

The Sheila Ferguson Shield (to the all-round junior girl athlete of the year) Johanna Bosch

The S.F. Abbott Memorial Shield (to the all-round junior boy athlete of the year) Sebastien Bleau

The Shirley Wolter Trophy (to the all-round senior girl athlete of the year) AnchiBihNumfor

The Thomas Johnson Memorial Trophy (to the all-round senior boy athlete of the year) Joey Champigny & Christopher Savory

The Trueman-McFadyen Award (to a graduating girl for proficiency in academics & athletics) Chelsy Martin

The Bowman Hall Award (to a graduating boy for proficiency in academics & athletics) Joey Champigny

The Faculty-Staff Award (to a returning student who is deemed most likely to benefit from returning to

Stanstead College and who exemplifies the qualities of health, wisdom and integrity) Emily Norris

The Headmaster’s Award (to an active and positive citizen in the Stanstead College community) Maximilian Daniel

The John H.E. Colby Scholarship (for dedication to school, mission, programs) Dian Yu

The Grade 7 Academic Award (the highest overall average in Grade 7) Samuel De Grace

The Grade 8 Academic Award (the highest overall average in Grade 8) Benjamin Clermont

The Grade 9 Academic Award (the highest overall average in G rade 9) Genevieve Quirion

The Birks Bronze Medal (the highest overall average in Grade 1 0) Alisha Foxall

The Governor General’s Medal (the highest overall average in Grade 11) Tzu Ting (Tiffany) Hsu

The Birks Silver Medal (the highest overall average in Grade 1 2) Kelly Foran

The Wilder Shield (to the junior student with the most positive influence) Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

The Pitcher Memorial Prize, the school’s highest award (to the student who has exerted the greatest influence for good) Chelsy Martin



On est fidre de toi,

Pour ton talent de chanteuse,

Pour I’actrice que tu es.

Pour ta joie de vivre et ton beau sour ire,

Pour ta facilite que tu as de te faire aimer,

Pour la force que tu as d perseverer, d mettre I’ effort pour

ta reussite academique,
De te voir t’accomplir et te decouvrir,

Pour I’assurance que tu as prise,

Pour ce que tu nous fais vivre . .

.

Ashley, tu es exceptionnelle, nous sommes trds fidres de

t’avoir comme title, en plus d’etre trds tier tu es devenu pour

nous une source d’inspiration et de motivation. Nous
t’encourageons d continuer tu es sur le bon chemin. Tu
devais tranquillement une femme et te voir t’epanouir e’est

le plus beau cadeau que tu puisses nous offrir, continuer tu

trouveras ta voie.

Tu resteras d toujours notre petite fille, notre petite

cocotte adoree.

Papa et maman qui t’aimes pour toujours et il ne faut pas

I’oublier le petit tannant, ton frere Presley qui t’aime gros

comme I’univers

XXXXXXX
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If history were taught in the form of

stories, it would never be forgotten.
- Rudyarc! Kipling

We hope you will never forget the good
times you had at Stanstead College.

We are proud of you!

Lots of love, Stefan,
Martin, Mama & Papa
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Diamond Jubilee
The Queens Canadian flag

flies on Parliament Hill to

mark the Queen’s Diamond
Jubilee. The 85-year-old

monarch ascended the

throne on February 6, 1 952

and will be celebrated

throughout 2012.

The Canadian Press/Sean Kilpatrick

Doctor Convicted in

Michael Jackson’s
Death

Illustration by NASA via Getty Images TIMOTHY A. CLARY/AFP/Getty Images

Space Shuttle Program Ends
The nation's budget woes force NASA to cancel

a 30-year program that shuttles U.S. astronauts

to and from the International Space Station.

The Canadian Press/Sean Kilpatrick

Will and Kate’s Warm Welcome
The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge take part in

Canada Day festivities on Parliament Hill as they

begin an eight-day tour, the first royal tour since

their April 2010 nuptials.

You Are One in 1 Billion

In October, the United Nations expresses

concern over the planet’s food supply

now that the world population has

reached an all-time high of 7 billion.

News

The Canadian Press/Jonathan Hayward

$700-million Slave
Lake, AB Fire
The May 16, 2011 wildfire

forced the evacuation of

7000 residents and is con-

sidered the second most
costly disaster in Canadian

history behind the ice storm

that hit Quebec and Ontario

in 1 998. After a 5 'k month
investigation, the Alberta

government reveals the fire

may have been deliberately

set.

Joe Raedle/Getty Images

Kelowna Foreclosures

Home foreclosures are on the rise with ten times more listings than in 2009, in British Columbia’s

Central Okanagan with more than 170 court-ordered properties for sale.

FETHI BELAID/AFP/Getty Images

Arab Spring Extends

Through Fall

Middle East regimes topple with the

death of Libya’s Muammar Gaddafi and

the ouster of Egypt’s Hosni Mubarak and

Tunisian dictator Zine El Abidine Ben Ali.

The Canadian Press/Ryan Remiorz

Jack Layton Passes

Away at age 61

NDP Leader Jack Layton died on August

22, 201 1 weeks after announcing that he

was fighting a new form of cancer, and just

months after leading his party to its most

successful federal election result ever.

Al Seib-Pool/Getty Images

Conrad Murray, Michael Jackson’s

personal physician, is convicted

of involuntary manslaughter for his

role in the pop star's anesthetic

overdose.



AP Photo/Pier Paolo Cito Pete Souza/The White House/MCT via Getty Images Joe Raedle/Getty Images

Cruise Ship Capsizes Death of Bin Laden Catches Nation’s Attention U.S. Troops Leave Iraq

The Costa Concordia runs aground The United States watched as news came in about the death of The withdrawal of U.S. troops from Iraq

off the Italian coast near the Isola Osama Bin Laden, following the Seal Team 6 raid on the terrorist ends in December, concluding eight years

del Giglio, resulting in numerous leader's Pakistan compound. of war and occupation.

casualties.

The Canadian Press/Paul Chiasson

New $100 Bill

The Bank of Canada releases the first

polymer bank note that contains a

wealth of anti-counterfeiting features

such as partially hidden numbers. The
new bill is anticipated to last two-and-

a-half times longer than its counterpart.

AP Photo/Havre Daily News, Nikki Carlson

The Canadian Press/Graham Hughes

O Shafia’s Found Guilty
A Kingston, Ontario jury find

Mohammad Shafia, 58, his wife Tooba
Yahya, 42 and their son Named,

21, guilty in the murders of sisters

Sainab, 1 9, Sahar, 1 7, Geeti, 1 3 and

Mohammad Shafia’s first wife, Rona
Amir, 52.

Greek Economy
Endangers
European Stability

European nations offer

bailout loans and urge

austerity measures to

keep the Greek debt

crisis from damaging the

Euro-Zone economy.

Amanda Knox
Acquitted

Italian courts

overturn the

murder conviction

of American college

student Amanda
Knox. She returns

home to Seattle

after serving four

years in prison.

C Legislators Take
Bullying Seriously

To address increasing concern

over harassment in schools, several

jurisdictions in Canada are in the

process of enacting anti-bullying laws.

AP/Charles

Navy Rescues Iranian
from Pirates

In the North Arabian Sea, the

Kidd, a U.S. Navy warship,

the crew of an Iranian fishing

from Somali pirates.

Milos Bicanski/Getty Images Kevin Casey/AFP/Getty Images



Curtis Tate/MCT via Getty Images DON EMMERT/AFP/Getty Images PAUL J. RICHARDS/AFP/Getty Images

Coupon Clipping
Continues
Coupons are a lifestyle trend as

consumers emulate super-thrifty

shoppers featured on TV shows

like Extreme Couponing on TLC.

KAREN Bl /AFP/Getty Images

School Buildings

Go Green
Provinces are adopting

Jesse Tinsely/The Spokesman-Review/

AP Photo
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Pennsylvania New York

The Nation Remembers 9/11

Washington, D.C.

On the tenth anniversary of the 9/1 1 terrorist

attacks, memorial events are held in New York,

Pennsylvania and Washington, D.C. Twenty-six

Canadians perished on September 11, 2001.

Give&

Seth Wenig/AP Photo

Watson Gets a

Government Job
After trouncing human
Jeopardy champions,

Watson, the IBM

supercomputer, analyzes

pharmaceutical patent

data for the National

Institutes of Health.
The Canadian Press/Larry MacDougal

Canada Post Removes Letter-Boxes

The iconic red boxes are getting harder to find as Canada Post removes more than 1 ,000 letter-

boxes from across the country as household mail declines.

AP Photo/The Oakland Press, Jose Juarez AP Photo/Scribner, File

green building practices so

that school buildings can

save energy and use fewer

resources.

Consumers Trash Junk Mail

Households across the nation are

taking steps to reduce the paper waste

of unwanted junk mail from catalog

companies and advertisers.

Gabby Giffords Pens Memoir
One year after she was shot by a would-

be assassin, Representative Gabby

Giffords and her husband publish a

memoir.



The Canadian Press/Jonathan Hayward Justin Sullivan/Getty Images
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Steve Jobs Dies

Apple co-founder Steve Jobs, a pioneer in the

personal computing and consumer electronics

fields, dies at age 56 of pancreatic cancer.

“The Protester” Is Person of the Year

As demonstrations in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, Syria,

and New York make headlines, Time magazine

names “The Protester” as 2011 's Person of the Year.

Occupy Wall Street

Outrage over bank bailouts and foreclosures

sparks a protest movement that spreads

from New York’s Zuccotti Park to cities

across Canada.
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Women Leaders Share Nobel Peace Prize

Liberian peace activist Leymah Gbowee, Liberian President Ellen

Johnson-Sirleaf, and Tawakkol Karman of Yemen all receive the

Nobel Peace Prize.

New LED
Lightbulbs Shine
for Decades
Pricey, Energy

Star-rated LED
bulbs debut in stores

and outshine

compact fluorescent

bulbs, lasting five

times longer.

AP Photo/Mark Stehle

New Standards
Regulate
Fracking
Practices

Regulators announce
national anti-pollution

standards to oversee the

natural gas industry’s

practice of hydraulic

fracturing, or fracking.

Lance CpI. Emmanuel Ramos/ Marine Corps Base Quantico Public Affairs/AP Photo

Canada’s Best Run Cities
1 . Burnaby, B.C.

2. Saskatoon, SK
3. Surrey, B.C.

4. Vancouver, B.C.

5. Longueuil, Q.C.

6. Sherbrooke, Q.C.

7. London, ON
8. Saint John, N.B.

9. Quebec City

10. Toronto, ON
Source: Macleans.ca

The Canadian Press/Jonathan Hayward

Historic Prairie Flooding
Water from the swollen Assiniboine

River in Manitoba breaches a dike on

May 1 4, 201 1 . Widespread flooding

hit parts of Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Northern Ontario and resulted in

unprecedented water levels not seen

in hundreds of years.

C YouTube Request Snags
Timberlake
Corporal Kelsey de Santis successfully

asks Justin Timberlake to be her date

for the Marine Corps Ball by posting a
video on YouTube.

David Goddard/Getty Images

London Builds an Eco-sawy
Olympic Park
Green building practices transform

former industrial land into London’s

Olympic Park for the 2012 Summer
Games.

Airlines Fly Toward
Greener Fuels
Seeking to decrease greenhouse gas

emissions and shrink their carbon

footprint, passenger jets are starting to

switch to new bio-fuels.



Boston Bruins Bear Down Skaters Gather in Brazil Comeback: The Winnipeg Jets

Following their first Stanley Cup win in 39
years, the Boston Bruins keep the momentum
going strong with a solid 201 1-2012 season.

Lincoln Ueda, Tony Hawk and other world-class

skateboarders headline a “Jump" festival at

Ibirapuera gym in Sao Paulo, Brazil.

The NHL is back in the ‘Peg. The
inaugural game against the Montreal

Canadiens was played at MTS Centre in

Winnipeg on October 9, 201 1

.

Patrick McD^wrlStt/Getty Images

The Canadian Press/AP - Nathan Bilow

Sports
Canadian
Women’s Soccer
Christine Sinclair from

Burnaby, B.C. celebrates

her team’s 3-1 win over

Mexico at the CONCACAF
women’s Olympic qualifying

game at B.C. Place on
January 27, 201 2.

The Canadian Press/Jonathan Hayward

Basketball Players
End Strike

The 201 1 NBA lockout ends as

basketball team owners and players

strike a deal. The start of the season

is delayed until Christmas.

St. Louis Cardinals Win World Series
With a win over the Texas Rangers in seven games, the St. Louis

Cardinals take home their 11th World Series victory.

AP Kevin Terrell

Ezra Shaw/Getty Images

The Canadian Press/Montreal
La Presse-Martin Chamberland

Sarah Burke
I V

Canadian skier Sarah Burke,

29, dies from injuries sustained

during a training run in Utah on
January 1 9, 201 2.

Talking Tebow
Sports announcers and fans debate over

Denver Broncos quarterback Tim Tebow,
an athlete who wears his faith on the

sleeve of his football jersey.

Sidney Crosby
Sidney Crosby of the Pittsburgh

Penguins was sidelined for most of the

201 1 season following a concussion. He
returned in November to play, scoring

two goals, but by December, Crosby was
sidelined again.
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Team Canada’s Bronze
Canada captured bronze in a 4-0

victory over Finland in the IIHF World
Junior Championship in Calgary, on

January 5, 201 2.

Kirstin Scholtz/Contributor/GettV

Kelly Slater Rules the Waves
By winning top honors at the Billabong

Pro Tahiti competition, surfer Kelly

Slater captures his 47th elite World

Tour victory.

Mark Wilson/Getty Images Peter Andrew Bosch/Miami Herald/MCT via Getty Images

The Canadian Press/Jonathan Hayward

Team Stoughton Takes Gold
Team Stoughton celebrates a 6-5 gold

medal win over Scotland at the Ford World

Men’s Curling Championships in Regina,

Saskatchewan on April 1 0th, 201 1 . This is

Stoughton's second world curling title.

The Canadian Press/Paul Chiasson

Gold Medal Win
for Toronto’s

Patrick Chan
Joe Patemo, the

beloved college

football coach who
led the Penn State

Nittany Lions to a

record-breaking 409
victories, dies at age

85.

Patrick Chan,

21 ,
wins gold for

his spectacular

performance at the

men’s ISU Grand Prix

of Figure Skating on

December 10, 2011 in

Quebec City.

^ New York Wins
Super Bowl Trophy
Eli Manning leads the New York Giants

to their fourth Super Bowl triumph,

narrowly defeating the New England

Patriots 21 to 1 7.

JoePa Loses His

Battle with Lung
Cancer

Marc Serota/Getty Images

Dallas Mavericks
Beat the Heat

The Dallas Mavericks ice the Miami

Heat dream team and LeBron James

by winning the 2011 NBA World

Championship in Game 6.

Al Bello/Getty Images



Kevin Winter/Getty Images for Latin Recording Academy Michael Tran/FilmMagic

Katy Perry Stays on Top
Katy Perry is the year’s most-played artist on the

radio, with five Number One singles. She sells two
million albums and 24 million digital downloads.

Usher on the Upswing
Usher wins the AMA Favourite Male Artist

award, performs with Justin Bieber for NBC's
Christmas in Rockefeller Center, and reunites

with Ludacris.

Jeff Kravitz/FiimMaqic

The Rising Star, Bruno Mars
Singer-songwriter Bruno Mars receives

six Grammy nominations, an AMA Award
for best Pop/Rock Male Artist, and sings

with the Muppets on Sesame Street.

&|nl WtwttSy/Getty images

George Rose/Getty Images
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Music
Kanye s

Lucky Seven
Hip-hop superstar and

producer Kanye West

receives a total of seven

201 2 Grammy nomina-

tions, more than any other

artist for the season.

Abdeljalil Bounhar/AP Photo

Mark Humphrey/AP Photo

Lady A. Owns the Night

Nashville's Lady Antebellum hits the country charts with “Just a Kiss," from their third studio

album, Own the Night.

X\
Whitney Houston
Dies|at Age 48
The music industry and

fans alike were stunned

about the death of music

iconvWhitney Houston.

Her body was found

unresponsive on Saturday,

February 11th in her

Los Angeles hotel room.

Adele Turns 2

1

Despite vocal cord trouble

that forces her to sus-

pend touring, Adele is

Billboard's Number One
artist of 201 1 and her

album, 21, is the year’s

top seller. t
mim
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2011 JUNO Awards Highlights

Album of the Year -

The Suburbs, Arcade Fire

Artist of the Year -

Neil Young, Reprise

Group of the Year -

Arcade Fire

New Artist of the Year -

Meaghan Smith

Songwriter of the Year -

Arcade Fire

Pop Album of the Year -

My World 2.0, Justin Bieber

JUNO Fan Choice Award -

Justin Bieber



Jennifer Lopez Goes Solo
After the tabloids cover her split from

husband Marc Anthony, Jennifer Lopez

wins a Favourite Latin Artist Award from

the American Music Awards.

Coldplay Plays It Cool
Coldplay releases its fifth album, Myto Xyloto, and

streams a concert in Spain as a live webcast on

YouTube.

Gaga Visits Obama
Lady Gaga drops in on President Obama to

lend her support to his anti-bullying

campaign, according to a White House
senior advisor’s blog.

Maroon 5 Moves Like Winners

Maroon 5 wins an AMA Pop/Rock Favourite

Band award. The cast of Glee covers the

band’s hit single, “Moves Like Jagger.”

Mark Allan /AP Photo Press Association/AP Images

Frederick Breedon IV/FilmMagic

Taylor Made
Good
Singer-songwriter

Taylor Swift releases

her Speak Now
World Tour: Live

album and is named
CMA Entertainer

of the Year.

Richard Drew/AP Photo

Singer-songwriter

Jason Derulo lands

in the hospital and

cancels a planned

UK tour after

fracturing his neck

while rehearsing

acrobatic stage

moves.

Joe Kohen/Wirelmage

Jason Derulo

Recovers from
Fracture

O Natalie Grant Gets

Grammy Nod
Singer Natalie Grant receives a Grammy
nomination for Best Gospel/Contemporary

Christian Music Performance, for “Alive

(Mary Magdalene).”

^ The Merry Band Perry

Siblings Kimberly, Neil, and Reid

Perry of The Band Perry celebrate a

Platinum album, three CMA Awards

and a Grammy nomination.

Rick Diamond/Getty Images for GMC

Ethan Miller/Getty Images

Richard Diamond/Getty Images^

Casting Crowns Hit the Town ,

The acclaimed contemporary Chn-.tian

rock group, Casting Crowns, launches a

tour to promote its latest album, -owe

to the Well.

Dana Edelson/NBC/NBCU Photo Sink via AP Images

Foster the People Pumps Up
More than a year after the catchy

single’s release, “Pumped Up Kicks”

finally reaches the top of the singles

chart.



Sean Gallup/Getty Images

Polaroid Pictures to Go Call ofDuty Earns $400 Million No Glasses Required for Nintendo “3DS"
The Pogo instant digital camera from The debut of Call of Duty: Modem Warfare The newest Nintendo 3DS device features a
Polaroid prints its own snapshots to share 3 is the most successful game launch in no-glasses 3D screen and allows players to record
in less than a minute. history, according to Activision Blizzard, Inc. 3D video footage.

fUCKUlORDAN Oly

Readers
Welcome The
Son ofNeptune
Troubled teenage

demigod Percy

Jackson returns for

more adventure in

e second book of

th\ Heroes of

'us series.

Just Dance 3

Steps Out
Ubisoft releases Just

Dance 3, featuring singles

by Katy Perry, Cee Lo

Green, Britney Spears,

cissor Sisters, and

t The Black Eyed Peas.

Enterta*
Super Mario 3D
Land Conquers a
New Dimension
Developed for the Nintendo

3DS, Super Mario 3D Land

receives rave reviews for its

addictive 3D experience.

Madden NFL 12 Scores Big

EA Sports adds non-NFL players like female

quarterback Hope Bromley to the free agents

in Madden NFL 12, the newest edition of the

popular video game.

Mindflex Duel Is a Brainy Game
Mindflex Duel players wear special,

brain wave-sensing headsets to steer

foam balls through the air and around

obstacles.

Angry Birds Goes Mobile

The humorous and addictive computer game, Angry Birds, is one of the most successful mobile

apps in the world.



More Bang for the Buck Missing Michael at the Office Bewitching Teens Cast a Spell

The Big Bang Theory, a popular sitcom Critics and fans tune into the eighth season of The When Cassie Blake moves to a small town in

about geeky research scientists and the Office to see how the ensemble cast fares after the Washington State, the teen is invited to join a

women in their lives, is in its fifth season. departure of star Steve Carrell. coven of witches in The Secret Circle.

Bobby Bank/Wirelmage

AP Photo/Peter Kramer

Brian Killian/Wirelmage

Playing the Pawn
The History Channel has a hit

with Pawn Stars, featuring the

Harrison family and selected

treasures from their Las Vegas

pawn shop.

CBS Captures
Viewers Interest

A mysterious billionaire

scientist hires a former

CIA officer to help him
prevent crimes before

they occur. The crime

drama. Person of

Interest, is a hit for CBS.

Cliff Lipson/CBS via Getty Images

O Big Stars on Small Screen
Mike & Molly, a sitcom about an obese couple who start dating after

they meet at an Overeaters Anonymous meeting, is in its second

season.

Vermin, Beware
An eccentric Louisiana

exterminator works

the front lines of his

family business in the

reality show Billy

the Exterminator.

Victors in

Storage Wars

In southern California,

abandoned storage

lockers are sold at

auction to competing

buyers who hope to

find hidden treasure in

Storage Wars on A&E.

Ray Mickshaw/Fox via Getty Images

Tommaso Boddi/Getty Images

Television
NBC Finds

Its Voice

C
X Marks The Spot

Simon Cowell is set to

kick off season two of

the U.S. version of the

X-Factor. This year’s

competition will feature

new judges to replace

Paula Abdul and Nicole

Sherzinger, as well as

a new host.

Christina Aguilera,

Cee Lo Green,

Levine and Bla

Shelton compe

to coach unknown

singers to victory

the reality talent

show, The Voice.

Kevin Winter/Getty Images
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Lionsgate Releases The Hunger Games A Winning Season A Dark and Stormy Knight

Jennifer Lawrence and Woody Harrelson star Brad Pitt and Jonah Hill star in Moneyball, based Batman (Christian Bale) returns to Gotham
in The Hunger Games, a film adaptation of the on the true story of the Oakland Athletics' record- to uncover the truth about Selina Kyle

popular science fiction novel. breaking 2002 season. (Anne Hathaway) in The Dark Knight Rises.

ink^<Jmributor/Getty Images

Diyah Pera/TM & ©20th Century Fox Film Corp.

All rights reserved/courtesy Everett Collection
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The Boys
Are Back
Robert Downey, Jr.

and Jude Law return

as Sherlock Holmes

and Dr. Watson in Guy
Ritchie’s Sherlock Holmes:

A Game of Shadows.

Warner Bros./Courtesy Everett Collection

©Warner Bros. Ent. All rights reserved./Courtesy Everett Collection

Harry Potter Series Finale on Home Video

After inspiring moviegoers to camp out for the first midnight showings, Harry Potter and the

Deathly Hallows: Part 2 comes to home video.

Eugene Gologursky/Contributor/Getty Images

Agent J Returns
Josh Brolin joins Will Smith,

Tommy Lee Jones and some
seriously sinister aliens in the

long-awaited science fiction

comedy sequel, Men in Black 3.

Chronicle Flies into

Theaters \
Three students discover they have

superpowers far beyond their

understanding. As their powers

grow, so does their dark side

to use them to their advantage.

Their lives take unexpected

turns as they try to deal with the

unexplainable changes.

War Horse Sells Tickets

and Tissues

When a boy’s beloved thoroughbred is

sold to an Army captain on the eve of

World War I, a deeply moving drama is

set in motion in War Horse.

The Revenge of the 99 Percent

When the boss squanders their

retirement savings, the little people get

even. Ben Stiller and Eddie Murphy star

in the crime comedy, Tower Heist.



Neal Preston/TM and copyright ©Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.
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Animal House Make Some Noise Breaking Dawn Breaks Records

Matt Damon stars as a well-meaning

widower who brings his young children to

live in a rundown zoo in We Bought a Zoo.

A Boy and
His Dog
Steven Spielberg

and Peter Jackson

collaborate on

the dazzling 3-D

performance-capture

film, The Adventures

of Tintin: The Secret of

the Unicom.

Gareth Cattermole/Getty Images

Queen Latifah and Dolly Parton star in Joyful Noise, The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 1

,

about conflicts within a Georgia church choir as the the fourth installment in the series, earns

group prepares for a national competition. $500 million in its first 1 2 days in theaters.

AP Photo/ Frank Connor, Disney Enterprises

Live Action
Adventure Is Out
of This World

Disney delights sci-fi

fans with John Carter,

which chronicles the

adventures of a

Confederate captain

who is drawn into

conflict on another

planet.

James Devaney/Contributor/Getty Images

Superheroes

Save the World

A cast of superstars

portray Marvel Comics
superheroes recruited

to battle an evil villain

and his army in the

theatrical release,

The Avengers.

Francois Duhamel/©Paramount Pictures/Courtesy Everett Collection

Super 8 Is

Super Spooky

After teens witness

a train accident in

a small Ohio town,

strange occurrences

lead to extraterrestrial

suspense in Super 8.

The Help Is a Hit

In the early 1 960s, an idealistic, Caucasian writer

wants to write about the struggles of the African-

American maids who serve her peers in The Help.

Dale Robinette/©Walt Disney Studios Motion Pictures/Courtesy Everett Collection



Cardigans ^
Go Retro
A modern adaptation

of the mid-century

classic cardigan adds

an extra layer of color,

.warmth, and style.

Shaggy Chic
Tall, fringed suede boots

add a touch of irreverent,

hippie chic to short skirts,

leggings, or tucked-in

jeans. /

Hoodies Are Classic Casuals
Comfortable, cozy, and laid-back hoodie

sweatshirts convey an easy going attitude

toward style.

TER
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Trend

Equestrian Style Steps Out
The classic English-style riding boot, worn with

skirts or tucked-in skinny jeans, is one of the

strongest footwear trends for fall and winter.

Pandora Opens Beaded Bracelet Craze
Pandora charm bracelets from Denmark bring

design-your-own style and sparkling self-

expression to the jewelry store.

Energy Drinks as Teen Fuel Both Popular and Controversial
The caffeine and sugar in popular but controversial energy drinks fuel teens to help stay awake

for late-night study sessions and socializing.

PANDORA

From Locker

Room to

Classroom
As temperatures drop,

comfortable, cozy,

high-performance

sweat pants make the

leap from gym class to

everywhere-wear.

Aviator Shades Are Retro Chic
A new generation embraces the iconic shades of

the 1970s. Metal-rimmed, aviator-style sunglasses

make a stylish comeback.

Layers Make the Look
Layering is one of the strongest trends for fall and

winter. Mixing textures and lengths, like a cropped

jacket over a long top, creates looks that are both

cozy and cool.
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The Time Is Right for the Neon Watch
One of the must-have accessories for both guys

and girls is a big, chunky watch in bright, neon hue.

Mismatched Socks Are No Accident
Bending the rules is always in style. Students

express their creativity by mixing brightly colored,

patterned, mismatched socks.

Nail Polish Crackles
Ordinary manicures get

contrast, color, and texture

with special, crackle-effect

topcoat formulas. Boy Style J

Whether they’re boot cut, skinny,

or loose fit, jeans are still the focus

of today's style. Just throw on your

favorite tee or hoodie and you’re

good to go!

Music Goes to Your Head
Dr. Dre introduces high-performance,

over-ear headphones that cancel outside

noise and enhance the listening experience.

Faux Is a Go
The posh look and plush feel of faux

fur inspires designers to go wild.

Fabulous faux jackets, vests, collars and

accessories are hot — and warm.

Stepping Out in Ballet Flats

Cute, comfortable, versatile ballet

flats go with just about everything

from school outfits to party attire.

Yogurt Goes Greek
Greek-style yogurt, which is

creamier and less sour than

ordinary yogurt, adds more

delicious options to the dairy

case.



The number-one mobile word game is Zynga’s Netflix, a popular online movie rental service, Oprah Winfrey airs the final episode of her

addictive “Words with Friends,” a cross- delivers new flicks to home screens via instant daytime television talk show after 25 seasons.

platform challenge for friends and strangers. streaming and discs in the mail. The hour attracts 16.4 million viewers.

:iation/AP Images

Apple iPhone
4S Launches
Apple unveiis the iPhone

4S, which features an
8-megapixel camera arid

the same dual-core chip

as the iPad.

Kiyoshi Ota/Bloomberg/Getty Images

9 Foods Invented
by Canadians
• Ginger Ale

• Instant Mashed Potatoes

• Marquis Wheat

Stephen Hilger/Bloomberg/Getty Images

Nike Makes
It Personal
Online custom build-it

functionality allows

consumers to design

their own Nike ID footwear

by specifying colors and
performance features.

Facebook Makes
It Easier to Go
Back in Time.
Facebook introduces its new
interface, Timeline, which allows

users to easily view everything

from past photos, wall posts, and
status updates from any year they

were subscribed to Facebook.

PRNewsFoto/Disney D23

Walt Disney The Walt Disney World Resort

World Celebrates !“ms 4°: celebration at

. Magic Kingdom Park includes
40th Anniversary

fjreworks and a mass sing-along

of “When You Wish Upon a Star.”

• McIntosh Apples

• Baby Pablum

• Poutine

• Processed Cheese

• Yukon Gold Potatoes

• Canola Oil

Source: Sympatico.ca Lifestyle

Tammie Arroyo/AP Photo

Kardashian Sisters Build
Reality Show Empire
Between Kim’s 72-day marriage,

Kourtney’s second pregnancy, and

various scandals, the media can’t

resist covering the Kardashians'

every move.

Paul Taggart/Bloomberg via Getty Images

Tablet Computing
Trends Upward
The tablet computing craze is going

strong. Consumers can’t resist the Apple

iPad 2, as well as competitors like the

Kindle Fire and the Transformer Prime.
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